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ancholy announcement of his venerable fath
The introduction of the
er’s death required his return to the home finished, Caroline proceeded parties being ' sitting of the Legislature, I was induced to
P&BLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
fir
7
‘The per- witness the proceedings of the collected w°"?for the arrafoment of the meeting, to
he had forsaken, which was still dear to
J AMES K. REMICH.
nuious Lovell, George, lured me from the wisdom of Massachusetts.
him
—
as
home
must
ever
be
to
the
wise
b..n r.i i’------- As I entered the
Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House
path of duty to my parents and you, by flat hall of the house
«
Washington, Feb. 23, 1838.
of representatives, a gentle
and good—notwithstanding the mildew
TERMS OF the GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
proposes to meet Mr.
tering tales of his vast wealth—assuring me man who was speaking in a pleasing,ani- Gravest
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the vear— which blighted affections threw upon par that bliss, and friends, and pomp and powerI! mated style, immediately arrested my atten- craves, at such place as may be agreed unon
lernaln1
char£ed on a11 subscriptions^ which ticular objects.
But how different were
j lion. Whether it was the effect of his elo- between us, to-moltow at 12 o’clock, M The
naoAr dUnpa.'d a‘i lhe exP'rai'on of the year. No George’s emotions when arranged for his were mine, by uniting with him ; and he en-1
be US^d 00 the occasion shall be
hE d,sf«nt’«ued, except at the option of the pub
forced the deceptive fascinations of his hate-1! quence, or the familiarity of his countenance,
return to the east, from those he indulged lul snare with such fervid eloquence and I' I could not determine, but I .'.now that I vir k’ rh part,e® Plaeed side to side at eighty
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
yards
distance
from each other ; to hold the
"he publisher does not hold himself responsible for when leaving his native hills, his parents
;I |
“e‘:tb,erlt<LU? .tme
he ri
«ht nor 10 the ’eft until
11 A----rigni
apparent sincerity-—continually _
ffie
e
rifles'
y &i
lenSib’<lown wa’ds ;
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount and his friends.
feeding
my
he
had
finished
his
speech,
He had strayed from
), when on inquir the rifles to be cocked,
charged for its insertion.
and triggers set : the
vanity with pictures of worldly pride and Per
1»
j Mr.
i----Kulin,
?..... ’ the
the «messenger, I was words to be “ Gentlemen, are you ready ?”
scenes rendered unlovely by the inconstancy show, that in anresevilof hour,
alas ! for my informed that the gentleman in whom I had
of one pnzed dearer than life itself; he was
weakness, I yielded my hand in exchange unconsciously become so much interested, After which, neither answering “ No ” the
MISCELLANEOUS.
about to return to pay the duties of filial
words shall be in regular succession, Fire
for the honied depravity of his tongue. was none other than ‘ Squire George Win
GEORGE WINSHIP.
affection to his widowed mother! After
-one two, three, four.” Neither party shall
ship, from M***,one ofthe most useful and «fo
My
parents
were
opposed
to
Lovell
’
s
ad

Ure”°reTI W°rd " fireC noraf^‘hLord
BY FRANCIS INGRAHAM.
settling his affairs, he journied rapidlv till
influential representatives in the legislature
To a New Englander ‘there is no place he arrived in New York, where some busi dresses, and—fool that I was 1—-I violated of
lour.
The positions of the parties at the
that enlightened State.
Of course, I
the obligations of a child by eloping with
like home? As he roams abroad, some hal
ends of the line to be determined by lot. The
mv
/°i
rb
.
ear
Cal
.
‘
l
ng
”
pon
the
favorite
of
seconds of the party losing the position shall
lowed recollection by I <, or fairy dream Dy ness c mnecteu with the estate of his father him .' Under a promise of marriage, he
my youthful days. He received me with the have the giving of the word. The dress to
night, carries back the train of thought to the detained him a few days.
brought me to the city ; but wo for my warmest affection, and surrendering myself* be
ord ini v"
The dress to
Early one beautiful evening he strolled
abode of his fathers—the spot on which he
SU&
sorrowing heart, what a change awaited me up to Ins control for a while I visite/ his to the exafninatîon V
upon
the
battery,
thinking
the
scenery
from
first conceived the sweet influences of love
beautiful residence, the estate
¡state of h._
his ______
late fath- party
may
have
M
tL
„
L
’
’
.
“
Æ
. Eac.h
and joy. As he wades into the dim distance, that charming promenade might divert his here ! The vile wretch, finding virtue in
to which he had succeeded, and there panyrnay have cn the ground/b^ides his
the acuteness of this sacred devotion to his mind from the gloomy reflections which his vulnerable to his arts, and chastity dearer er,
second, a surgeon and two other friends,
found
that
the
lovely
associate
of
our
youth

to me than the fruition of every earthly prom
home waxes stronger and stronger ; it in
ful pastimes, Caroline ***** was the J
j lhe seconds, for the execution of their res
creases as he travels onward, and strength more recent calamity had added to its previ ise, deserted me! and, in a land of stran ding deity of his household and his happi pective trusts, are allowed to have a pair of
ous
melancholy
tinge.
But
despite
the
ens as the world, in all its beautiful variety,
gers, feelingly alive to the errors I had com ness. I there found, too, that the storms of pistols each on the ground, but no other per
expands before him. He may admire the scene, the happy groups, and the music from mitted, 1 found myself thrown upon my dniE htadPa.ss*d away like a summer son shall have any weapon. The rifles to be
freshness and beauty of new scenes and ob the garden, calmness came not to his heart. own resources for the very necessaries of
loadetl m lhe presence of the seconds. Should
.
“jatthe influence of contentment, the
jects, but the home of his fathers is the altar Neither the beauties of nature or art, nor life?
purity of love, and the holy incense of relig Mi. Graves not be able to procure a rifle by
of his devotion. Yet the New Englander both united, possessed attractions sufficient
the time prescribed, time shall be allowed for
‘ He was indeed a villain,’ exclaimed ion, mingled with and made up the enjoy that purpose.
is of a roving disposition ; he leaves the east- to rouse him from the contemplation of his
ments
of
hfe-and
that
a
career
of
virtue-as
Your very obedient servant,
> erly gales—the sterile soil of the east, to father s death «and the severe bereavement Mrs. W., evidently excited by the girl’s nar
inhale the fragrance of the sunny groves, of his earlier life. And it was no easy matter rative ; ‘ and I knew he would never come "ch7ewardi'"~W“S ‘'eapi'>S ilS deservedly
T,
T1
GEO. w. JONES
to a good end.’
Hon. Henry A. Wise.
and enjoy the generoys hospitality of the
to
decide,
even
in
his
own
mind,
which
gain

south and west, but even there, amid the
‘ What course to pursue in this dilemma,’
About 9 o’clock, P. M. at Mr. Jones’ room,
THE LATE FATAL DUEL.
perfumes which float on the breeze, and the ed the ascendency there—the parent dead, continued Caroline, ‘ I knew not. To re
at Dowson s, Mr. Wise returned to him lhe
statement.
luxuries of a genial clime and prolific soil, or the loved one lost—so equal was the
following answer, to wit ;
Washington City, D. C.
his mind unconsciously and fondly reverts to conflict between filial affection and youthful turn to my deserted home was my first im
Thp folfow•
February 26th. 1833.
Washington, Feb. 23d, 1838.
pulse
;
but
when
I
thought
of
the
stern
re

1
he
follow
ing
is
a
statement
of
the
facts
of
the
duel
his native home. He wanders abroad to love. He walked on, gazing intently upon
terrns arrang‘ng the meeting be
the
Hon<,>r(abl® Wn> J- «raves of Kentucky, ♦ teIR m
satisfy curiosity, but even when afar off, he the broad bright waves of the placid bay, buke of offended parents, my courage prov and
and he Honorable Jonathan Cilley of Maine as a tween Mr. Graves and Mr. Cilley, which you
looks back and dwells with rapture upon the and the thousand vessels passing and repass ed inadequate to perform the resolution,
andSnhied.-0 m,e,th,s eveni»gs though unusual
rocks and valiies and hills where his fathers ing, as the splendor of the starry skies danc and for a time I surrendered myself upto
aud objectionable, are accepted, with the un
found refuge from bigotry and oppression,
the dark influence arising from hope de
derstanding that the rifles are to be loaded
ed
with
the
moonbeams
upon
its
un

and erected the altars of their faith ‘ to the
with a single ball, and that neither party is to
ferred, and with a bursting heart related
dulating
bosom.
Yet
still,
surrounded
as
God they loved? The social hearth and its
raise his weapon from the downward horizon
my
story
to
Mrs.
W
-----,
with
whom
family worshippers—the village church—the he was by so many objects for the admi I have continued to reside, from my first hor°nUS ‘ °‘herS ‘han themselves 7 neither second having tal position until the word “ fire.”
borne any paper or message, verbal or written to of
school—the lake—the ancient play place— ration of the eye and the heart, his thoughts
hour of 11
from either of the principals, until Mr. Wise bore the ' » i T,L,™ortn you» sir’
the companions ofyouth—all afloat in his alternately reverted to his deceased father, arrival in this city.’
challenge and Mr. Jones bore the acceptance. This o clock, A.M. to-morrow, whether Mr. Graves
1 And a right nice girl she has been, too,
imagination like a vision of enchantment ; and the deceptive, enchanting Caroline •
has been able to procure a rifle, and conse
ba“ds
■
and his heart gathers fresh joy as he cher and in a moment of entire abstraction, when I can tell you, Mr. Winship,’ interrupted
quently whether he will require a postpone
Mrs. W.
ishes these unfading reminiscences of early
ment of the time of meeting.
H 1
Mr. Graves to Mr. Cilley.
life—of early love.—He is convinced, in we may suppose he was repeating to him
House of Representatives,
‘ Mrs W------ , aware of my feelings upon
Your very obedient servant,
self
—
deed, by such reflections, that there is truth
the subject,’ continued the narrator, ‘ has whennlyoudterr eW| Wh'Ch I had
TT
n
„y T
henry a. wise.
is the fate of our life’s early promise,
as well as beauty in the pathetic ballad of Ah ! such is
Hon. Geo. W. Jones.
rested satisfied of the truth of my story, with J. W Webb.asking whether'^ were^corJecUy^ebo passing
the
spring
tide
of
joy
we
have
the maid of Milan.
c
- -r------- o
v. jw. wc jiave
k.known
out insisting upon knowing any thing more ported m the Globe in what you are there represented
About 8 o’clock, A. M. on the 24th inst.
nown :
George Winship was a New Englander,
Each wave that we dance on at morning ebbs than I might voluntarily relate. She looked to have said of him in this House upon the ?2th in!t Mr. Jones left at Mr. Wise’s room the follow
and his education and habits had so allied
ing
note, to wit:
upon rny sorrows with a pitying eve, and j ou will please say w hether you did not remark in subi
from us
him to the influence of these feelings, And leaves
us, at even, on the bleak shore alone ! generously embraced me within the circle of stance, that in declining to receive the note, you hoped
Washington City, D. C.
that though his heart might break with
her happy family.
To her, also, I refer meO"ndfoatCt?,,Slder “ i'“ an>. resPecl disrespectful to
February 24, 1838.
grief, the chain which bound memory to his the voice of a stranger, calling him by name, you for such other particulars as you will me and that the ground on which you rested your
biR—1 will receive, at Doct. Reilly’s on F
home could not be severed. He was the came like music upon his ear. The tone naturally desire. Such, George, is a brief, declining to receive the note was distinctly this : That street, any communication you mav see prop
could not consent to gel yourself into personal difonly son of a respectable farmer, and possess was sweetly familiar, yet strangely indis but true sketch of my unhappy life since last you
5ou Sh7!'h £onduclors of public journak, for what er to make me, until 11 o’clock, A.' M. to day.
ed, in an eminent degree, that bland urbanity tinct. Such an incident was well cal we parted. But the consolation your kind you might think proper to say in debate upon this floor
Respectfully,
J
of manner, gentleness of heart, and openness culated to start one in the state of mind ness brings to my bosom—the joy to find that in discharge of your duties as a representative of the
Your obedient servant,
of soul, which win upon the affections and which George indulged ; and turning im feeling, constant and valuable friend, to people, and that you did not rest your objection in our
w
TT A «7
GEO. W.JONES.
as rgemieZ“
C°L Webb
leave the impression for life. He was nat
Hon. H. A. Wise.
whom I may rehearse the tale of my woes—
urally studious, which, at first, gave him the mediately to the sound he beheld a female and thus relieve the burden upon my shatter
Very
respectfully,
Dr. Reilly’s, F street, Feb. 24.1838.
appearance of one possessing a melancholy laboring under the most exquisite pains of ed heart—is evidence, indeed, that the soul
Your obedient servant,
gtl
„ ,
JO o’clock, A. M.
temperament; though such was not in real mental anguish I He gazed upon her in as may enjoy ages of rapture in a moment of Hon.JoN.TH.VdLLBT.
J GRAVES.
Sir I have called at this place in conform
ity the fact, for on proper occasions he was tonishment without uttering a word.
time. But my home George—when did you
ity
with
your
note
of
this
morning, to inform
light and buoyant as the most joyous.
‘ Has George Winship forgotten his leave there ?—and my parents, do thev yet
Mr. Cilley to Mr. Graves.
you that Mr. Graves has not as yet been able
House of Representatives,
Yet he delighted rather in his books than in first love ?’ inquired the weeping stranger ; live—and think they ever of their ungrateful
to procure a rifle and put it in order, and
no
.
...
February 21, 1838.
the sports of the field or those lighter amuse and then, after a pause, in which she child ?’
1 he note which you just placed in my hands has cannot be ready by 12 o’clock, M. to-day. He
ments too apt to engross the leisure
‘ Indeed I know not,’ replied George ; ‘ no been receded. In reply, I have to state that in vour
hours of youth ; and thus he led a quiet and seemed to strive with a mighty effort to tidings ofyourself or family have reached me dehverT WHh me ‘,!S inon,lnS’ when you proposed to is desirous, however, to have the meeting tohappy life until the age of twenty-two, when sustain herself more calmly, she added in in my absence, nor do 1 know why such vi r communication from Col. Webb, ofthe New day, if possible, and I will inform you by
an incident occurred which weighed so heavi a subdued but thrilling tone, ‘ knows he not silence has been maintained. This fact will, York Courier and Inquirer, 1 declined to receive it half past 12 o’clock, M. to-day, what time to
hhn ? 1 ro1Se mbe dJrdW“ illto no controversy with procure and prepare a weapon he will re
ly upon his sensitive feelings as almost to her who was once the idol of his heart I — in some degree, account for my astonish to
hi« 1 L'
ier affir«,ed or denied any thing in regard
Very respectfully, &e.
destroy the balance of his mind ; one of less the penitent Caroline ***** I She has ment at meeting you thus. But what became to his chaiacter; but when you remarked thatthis quire.
H
n
«7 HENRY A. WISE.
course on my part might place you in an unpleasant
discipline, indeed, could scarcely have sur never forgotten him !’ and as she fin of Lovell and his friends ?’
Hon. George W. Jones.
situation, I stated to you, and now repeat, that I in
vived the shock. The wounded heart, it ished, sunk exhausted and weeping upon his
‘ He and his brothers,’ replied Caroline,
no disrespect to you.
Afterwards, Mr. Jones left at Mr. Wise’s
is said, can best prescribe for its own com arm. These incoherent words of the girl ‘ following up the looseness and extravagance tended by the refusalVery
respectfully,
room the following note, to wit:
plaints, and there, in the hour of distress,
of their parents, launched into the gulf of
Your obedient servant,
went
to
the
heart
of
George
like
lightning
Washington, 10 A. M. Feb. 24, 1838.
George sought the balsam to change the for
w T r.
JON A. CILLEY.
immorality and dissipation, until their mad
Sir—Your note dated at 10 o’clock to-dav
Hon. W. J. Graves.
tunes of his fife from ‘gloom to gladness? to the eye from its dark source. ‘ Gracious career finally brought such a flood of ruin
is
received.
y
Mr. Graves to Mr. Cilley.
He had loved—had been beloved—but ‘ a heaven 1’ he exclaimed, as he surveyed by upon them, that they were overwhelmed as it
in reply, 1 have the pleasure to inform you
Housje of Representatives,
change came over the spirit of his dream,’ the moon’s pale light the altered aspect of were, in a moment. I recently, through an
vr
,
February 22. 1838.
that 1 have in my possession an excellent ri
and sadly reversed all the bright prospect of one once so lovely—when he beheld on indirect medium, become acquainted with a»;« •' Y
-0Ur nr’eo 3'osterday in reply to mine of that
bliss 1 His affections were undermined by raising her head, that the lily had supplanted these facts, and also, that you were about to date is inexplicit, unsatisfactory and insufficient ; a- fle,^ good order, which is at the service ot
Very respectfully, &c.
lhis : tbat iu *our Alining to re Mr. Graves.
±^ta"^U?!!^^’±!;S2!:af,olishe(!. 'he rnse-thut (he archness of the dimple return to M****#, in consequence of your X'f
„
„ A
GEO. XV. JONES.
profligate, and he determined, by change of had fled—and streams of liquid wo were father’s decease. The wealth of the Lovells ceive Col. yv ebb s communication, it does not disclaim
Hon. H. A. Wise.
any exception to him personally as a gentleman. 1
situation, to forget the scenes where in youth’s
you recollect, came by legacy at the death of have therefore, to inquire whether you declined to re
gushing
from
her
radiant
eyes.
In
his
as

Afterwards Mr. Jones sent to Mr. Wise’s
sweet hours he had dwelt and delighted.
a rich relative in England ; they were not cezve his communication, on the ground of any personal
He parted from his parents with wohi his tonishment he doubted the reality of the qualified to control it, and it raised them to exception to him as a gentleman or man of honor ? A room the following note, to wit :
Washington, Feb. 24,1838^ 11, A. M.
heart and its chrystal in his eye. As the scene —he thought it the frightful and base a giddy height, where its splendor dazzled categorical answer is expected.
Very tespectfully,
Sir—Through the politeness of rny friend,
1 Blue Hills’ on which he had so often en less conjuration of a dream—the frail off till the brain swam—they reeled awhile at
H
T r.
'VM. J. GRAVES.
Doctor Duncan, I now tender to you, for the
joyed a dream of love, receded from his spring of a disordered imagination ; but the summit of pride and show, and then fell
Hon. J. Cilley.
use of Mr. Graves, the rifle referred to in my
view, he east a lingering glance upon their on recovering from the shock, the audible to rise no more. The transition from indi
Mr, Cilley to Mr. Graines.
note of 10 A. M. this morning.
summits, and sighed audibly for the pro and agonizing sobs of his companion con gence to affluence, and vice versa, were like
House of Representatives.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
verbial frailty of woman—the vanity of
the
changes
of
an
April
sky
—
the
glittering
oFebruary
22.
1838
vinced him of its truth. He gazed upon
■earthly affections.
Sir: Your note of this date has just been placed in
«
LT A «7
GE0-w- JONES.
sun
of
opulence
shone
a
moment
upon
them
Hon. H, A. Wise.
Hitherto the happiest hours of George’s her again and again, with that impressive and in a moment was obscured. The pa my hands. I regret that mine of yesterday was not
satisfactory to you, but 1 cannot admit the right on
silence
which
speaks
the
soul
through
the
And with this note a rifle and powder flask,
life were those devoted to love and to study ;
rents,—poor old creatures !—after suffering all your part to propound the question to which you ask a
now the only time devoid of grief was that eye when words are insufficient for the ex the horrors of poverty, escaped its influence categorical answer, and therefore decline any further and balls, were left at Mr. Wise’s room.
After the reception of this note from Mr.
Very respectfully,
finally through death in the almshouse ; the response to it.
passed in the din and tumult of commercial pression of its feelings.
Jones, Mr. Wise called on him, at Dr. Reil
H<,,..W.J.GkavES.
JONA. cilley.
f It is true, George,’ she at length con detested author of my misery ended his ca
pursuits. He established himself as a mer
ly s, and informed Mr. Jones that Mr. Graves
chant in one of the most populous cities of tinued in broken accents, raising her eyes reer of ignominy by committing suicide in
Here follows the first paper borne bj’ Mr. Wise.
had procured a rifle other than that left at
Charleston
;
and
the
unhappy
survivors
are
till
she
gathered
fresh
confidence
from
the
ihe west, and abundant success crowned
his room by Dr. Duncan, and would be ready
Washington City, Feb. 23, 1838.
scattered to .the four quarters of the earth?
As you have declined accepting a communication tor the meeting at 3 o’clock, P. M.
his career of industry and integrity. Years soothing lustre of his. ‘ I am the wretched
It was
George listened to the eloquence of the which
Caroline
—
I
have
sinned
—
I
have
been
se

I bore lo you from Col. Webb, and as by vour
rolled rapidly onward in their course to
sorrowing girl with silence, broken only by note of yesterday yon have, refused to decline on grounds then agreed that the parties should meet at
verely
and
deservedly
punished.
I
have
oblivion, but their mighty tide brought no
deep sighs for her fearful narrative. Its re winch would exonerate me from all responsibility grow the Anacosta bridge, on the road to Marlbor
change to the heart of George—his affec- |repented, long since, ofmy fatal error—and cital transfixed his very soul—he stood there ing out of the affair, I am left no other alternative but to ough, in Maryland, between the hours of one
ask that satisfaction which is recognised among gentle and a half and two and a half o’clock, P. M.;
¡lions, however hopeless, were fixed, and like the prodigal of old, I implore pardon of as still as a statue of marble—and in his rev men.
My friend Hon. Henry A. Wise, is authorized
if either got there first he should wait for
fixed forever.—And though far distance him whom I have offended. Oh I forgive, erie, his mind ran back to early days, when by me to make the arrangements suitable to lhe occa- and
lhe other, and that they would thence pro
Your obedient servant.
interposed between him and her, the glossy forgive me, George—I may then hope to all was bright and beautiful before him—when ston.
ceed out of the District.
Accordingly, the
disappointment was a stranger to his heart,
Ho„. J. Cilley.
VV. J. GRAVES.
curls—the brilliant eye—the dimpling die in peace I’
parties met at the bridge, Mr. Cilley and his
and smiling hope suspended her rainbow
‘
Sorrowing
and
beautiful
girl
1
I
forgive
smile—of his Caroline, as once
Mr. Wise states that he presented the fore party arriving there first, and all proceeded,
thee, from my heart. 1 cannot, if I would, promises to his ardent gaze—when laughing
love, and young delight, and all their rosy sis going challenge to Mr. Cilley, in the parlor, at about 2 o’clock, P. M., to the place of meet
‘ She walked in beauty, like the night
withhold forgiveness, under such circum ters mingled their sweet and hallowed influ Mr. Birth’s boarding house, a few minutes ing. On arriving at the place, Mr. Jones and
Of cloudless climes and starry skies,’
stances, from such a pleader. I will do ences throughout the pastimes of youth, and before 12 o’clock, M. on Friday the 23d inst. Mr. Wise immediately proceeded to mark off
were still fresh in his memory as perfume in more—I will forget thy wrongs—will heal whiled the blissful hours away ; then return
They then decided the choice
In addition to the foregoing correspond the ground.
the morning blossom—and though tinctured the anguish of thy heart, if thou hast not ing to the scene before him, he shuddered at ence, the seconds propose to relate only such of positions. Mr. Wise won the position, and
with sadness, these remembrances were deviated from virtue’s path. And tell me, its contemplation, and doubted again the al facts and circumstances as occurred within consequently Mr. Jones had the giving of the
sweet as summer. Neither time nor space Caroline—for now 1 believe it is thou — most unnatural evidence of his senses, and their joint knowledge, after their own parti word. At this time Mr. Jones was informed
by Mr. Wise that two gentlemen (Mr. Cal
could obliterate a single feature of the beau what fearful enterprise brought thee, un as if determined no longer to doubt, abruptly cipation in the melancholy affair.
On the evening of the 23d inst. about the houn of Kentucky, and Mr. Hawes of Ken
tiful but deluded girl.
The first sigh of protected, to a place like this, at such an proposed an appeal to Mrs. W***, to whose
the party conducted him.
hour of 5 o’clock, P. M. Mr. Jones the second tucky) were at some distance off, spectators,
love—the tender emotions—came and hour ? Whence this change of fortune ? residence
*****
of Mr. Cilley, delivered to Mr. Graves, in the but they should not approach upon lhe
went over his mind like the glittering radi Where is your husband ?’
Years had passed away, since I had met the room of Mr. Wise, and in his presence, the ground. Mr. Jones replied that he objected
ance of the aurora borealis ; lighting up
‘ Husband !—I thank heaven, George, friend and companion of my youth, and I had following note, which was the first paper to their coming on the ground, as it was
against the articles of the meeting, but he en
his heart only to disclose the more palpa that I have escaped the miseries attendant almost forgotten him, for when 1 last saw borne by Mr. Jones, to wit :
tertained for them the highest respect. Mr.
bly its dark prospects in the horizon of upon the wife of a gambler—the widow of a George, none of these vicissitudes had crossed
W
ashington City, 23d Feb. 1838.
his path, and there was, consequently, no par
Wise also informed Mr. Jones that, contrary
love. He could view these brilliants but suicide 1 My story is a short but sad one ; ticular incident by which the recollection of him Hon. W. J. Graves :
Your note of this morning has been re to the terms, he had brought on the ground
a moment, however—could give them but listen to its hasty recital. The companions should be more legibly engraven upon my mem
two rifles ; that if he (Mr. Jones) required
a transient glance—when the storm of sor of my walk, Mrs. W**** and her son and ory than that of any other individual ; yet when ceived. My friend, Gen. Jones, will “ make him to do so, he would immediately send
the
arrangements
suitable
to
the
occasion.
”
his
name
was
mentioned,
the
peculiar
gentle

row and regret would break in upon their daughter, to whom I will now introduce
one of them away. Upon Mr. Jones finding
Your ob’t serv’t.
ness of manners, the kindness of heart, and high
brightness, dissolving the charm upon which you, shall bear witness to its accuracy. sense
that the rifle was unloaded, he consented that
of honor, for which he was distinguished
JONA. CILLEY.
it should remain in one of the carriages.—
he had dwelt with unsatisfied delight.
' I hey are spectators of this interview, wait among his play fellows and schoolmates, flash
Immediately upon the presentation of the There were, it is proper to remark, several
In this state of mind passed George’s ing
i
its issue with impatience. Mrs. W****’s ed upon my mind with vivid distinctness.
acceptance of the challenge, Mr. Graves re
I recently made a tour through the East tired, leaving Mr. Jones with Mr. Wise, who persons on the ground, (besides the hack dri
dull existence lazily away, until the mel- ihospitality and kindness 1 can never forget?
ern States, and being in Boston during the submitted to Mr. Wise the following proposi- vers, and the two gentlemen before mention
ed at a distance,) who were there without
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

inquiry, &c. concerning the death of Mr. I 10. Resolved, That we have every reason
The resolutions were unanimously adopt Potter, Mr.Ito distrust the wisdom of those principles
ed, Mr. Graves inquired, “How is he?” The
Ci I ley,’ viz. --Mr. Toucev
L nir 11’ Mr.
■.— a,i.. r?i which govern the present administration ot
thfauthoriW^rcdnseW dFeroer party or <reply was, “my friend .s dead, sir.
M
l ion motion of Mr. Fairfield the House then Briggs, Mr. Elmore, Mr. Harrison, Mr. fUrb
IKTfrfon.fo, as far as is known e.ther to ,
den. Messrs. Briggs and Harrison were ex ' our national affairs ; and that the results of
Graves then went to Ins carriage.. Mr. Wise [adjourned till 12 o’clock to-morrow.
principles have
have shown
Mr. Jones or Mr. Wise, and one »1 «hese_per- inquired of Mr. Jones, before leaving tlZ
eused, on their request, on ground of being those
those principles
shown them
them to
to. be
oe innthe
already on other onerous committees; and
and defensible
defensible upon
upon any
any grou
ground
sons was supposed to he the owuti ?
i of }patriotic foci ■
ground, Whether he could render any service [Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.] already on other. onerous committees;
i
i
iinrv or cAiiiH nnlirVfield. Shortly after the hour of three o cock and tendered all the aid in his power. Mi.
,WOSnnt!S^X-eereOrdered '° be aPï"îl° Resolved? Xt we consider the SubWashington, Feb. 27, 1837. ?
P. M, the rifles were loaded in. the P^sence Wise and Mr. Jones concur that there were
pointed in their place.
______ L . ......
P.i>«;dpnt
Tuesday Evening. $
of the seconds; the parties were called to
The discussion of the bill for the preser-j Treasury system3 recommended by President
three shots exchanged.
ventVan
Buren,
and
now
agitated
in
Congress,
The last and saddest services growing out vation of neutral relations—the bill prevent
gether ; tliev were fully instructed by M •
Such is the naked statement of all the ma
Jones as to their position,. and the words terial facts and circumstances attending tins 'of ihe fatal duel of Saturday have been per- ing the abatement of certain suits against the ■ to be intended as the perfection of an origin
twice repeated to them, as they would be unfortunate affair of honor, which we make I formed. All the rites and honors of burial i United States, and the Pei lion Appropria-! al design to render the influence and power
Phillips, of a party independent of the peoples will,
and as they were, delivered to then., m
in justice to our friends, to ourselves, to al ¡which could have been bestowed upon the
* ’ by
. placing
i I..’’s.. money
........... in iliu
tinriits
the_ ____
people
the hands
exchange of shots. Alter this they wore or- concerned to the living aiid to the dead ; and ! most distinguished man, have been tendered
of a party Executive, and subject to the condered to iheir respective pos.tuu.s, the sec it is made for the only purpose of allaying ex ¡io the remains of the deceased. Ihesymi/• hislit.
_.n. .; and
«^4 »I-.
«1
trol of himself and
adherents
that
ouds assumed their places, and 11,6 11
d citement in the public mind, and to prevent; palh
jaiiiVy not merely of all the associates m pub
WHIG STATE CONVENTION
we
deprecate
the
final
consummation
of
this
acrompauyiug the seconds were I spo»ed
ic
life
of
both
parlies
but
of
all
men
has
been
* «
Pursuant
to • public
notice,
anv and all further conlrmversy„ upon a sub-, |freely
/• W!
C
l UL.-nnfa nvery
.rts otlarge
the i <1^'» riot onl? aS likety tO
attel,de,i .wi,h,
and generously offered from the heart,
along the line of fire, to obseive
■ .
different parts
of the 1 mo'--disastrous consequences to our national
ieet, which already is full enough of woe.
;I
of
W
bigs
fiom
diffeient
|
there is no man now in the city
obeyed the terms of meeting.
•_
We have fully and substantially stated where and probably
= ^luro^'^iitiHiy SSbu. i.^ -be opponent
bo^^.^^=hy,
-diugm
gave the word distinctly, audibly, and in reg
We cordially a- who wu«iv
........ j - .
fi , ! tioiinl Administration belonging to
ular succession, and the parties exchanged in we agree and...disagree,
irf bearing unqualified tes-!■ avoid
avoid aalike
The examp e and es-j branches of the State Legislature, assembled
like
result.
shots without violating in the least a single gree, at all events,
'the* fair and honorable manner in J sons ot this day, therefore, it is hoped may in the Representatives Chamber at the Capi t,On!S’
V, . 1
......
12. Resolved, That in the warfare which
instruction.
They both missed. . After timony to
•1
3 conducted. We en- j prevent a like occurrence.
tol
in
Augusta,
Thursday
evening,
March
1st,
which
this
duel
was
which, Mr. Wise called u >n the friends gen iZored io disèbarcó o»r duties rorording to 1 The obsequies to-day were ..tost so et.tn
has been waged by the past, and is now
n ,
waged by the present administration, against
erally to assemble and hear what was to be ,ha. rode ut r whirl. the parties .net, reg..- a„d imposing. The galler.es and lobbies ot 183?.
At 7 o’clock the meeting was called to or 11)0° established currency oflhe country, and
ated bv nil •nanitno..» principles, anti the the Hall ofthe House of Representatives were
said.
der by John S. Tenney, Esq. of Norridge in all the pretexts which have been used to
Upon the assembling of the friends, Mr. laws of humanity. Neither of us has taken crowded to overflowing long before the sei
on whose motion,
justify it, the people may plainly discern a
J<,neP9inquired of Mr, Wise whether^ r.cn l he le i except on to the course of the other vices Commenced-not one man m cou d ge wock,
Hon. Edward Robinson, of Lincoln Coun disregard of their interests, and an abandon
least exception^
aU contro J
an(} nol one who was out could get
(M r. Graves) was satisfied ? Mi. W ise im the
ty, was appointed President of the Conven
we sincerelynav
l.. rcease.
Wee especially
especially ,; ¡t). The Speaker called the House to older tion, Noah Smith, Jr. of Calais, Moses Eme ment of (he first duties of Government.
mediately said, in substance :
Mr. Jone., and
versy whatever may
cease. W
14. Resolved, That if proof were wanting
these gentlemen have come here without an
tive friends to make no pub- j at [2 o’clock which was opened with prayers ry, of Saco, Secretaries.
ot such disregard, and abandonment of duty
i,v the Chaplain of the House,
House. 1 he journal
lication on'ffie subject.t. None can regret the by
irnosity towards each other ; they are
On motion ofMr. Randall of Lincoln,
the' affair
affair ...«re
ourselves, | o
Jf yesterday
yesterday’’ss 1proceedings was read by the
on the part of our present rulers, it may be
merely ujion a point of honor ; cannot Mi. terìnìiìirtiou
termination of
oflhe
more than
than ourselves,
Voted, That the Convention proceed to
Cilley assign some reason for not receiving at and we iXe W>ia that the last of it will be clerk of the House, being s.mply the Res- ballot fora candidate to be supported by the found in the position advanced and support
ed by them, that there may be “ one curren
Mr. Graves’s hands Col. Webbs communi the signatures of our names to this paper, olulions offered by Mr. Fairfield.
The chaplain of the Senate continued the Whigs for Governor at ihe next annual elec cy for the Government and another for the
cation, make some disclaimer which will re wbicl.-we now affix.geo w_
,
/• Tl 1 people,”—a doctrine, the atrocity of which
services by rea<ling some appropriate texts of 'tion.
lieve Mr. Graves from his P°s'l'on .
M .
Mr. Randall of Bath, Mr. Lothrop of Hal
scripture and concluded with a solemn lowell, Mr. Atwood of Frankfort, Mr. Roberts is only equalled by the hardihood of those
Jones replied, in substance :
Whilst the
HENRY A. WISE.
cfiallcnge is impending, Mr Cilley can.make
prayer. The funeral discourse followed of Guilford, and Mr. Adams of Union, were who support it.
13. Resolved, That the great and leading
no explanations.” Mr. Wise said, in sub- UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. next, which was delivered by the Chaplain <appointed a committee to receive, sort and
stance : “ The exchange of shots suspends
of the ’ House. The Chaplain said in his ex count ihe voles, who reported that the whole aim of good Government is the happiness
and welfare of the governed—that the pub
the challenge, and the challengers ^’«^8 TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS...... SECOND SESSION. ordium, and with evident truth, that the
number of votes given in was 252, of which
for the purpose of explanation.
Mr. Jones
present was the most solemn form of his 251 were for EDWARD KENT, of Bangor, lic officer who would seek to establish a
thereupon said he would see Mr. C'l^y, an I
life and t«he service he had to perform was which report was unanimously accepted ; separation between the interests of Govern
SENATE.
did go to him. He returned, and asked M .
one which weighed upon his mind with a and on motion of Mr. Randall of Lincoln, ment and those of the people under its au
MONDAY, FEB. 26.
prevents the great object of its crea
Wise again: “Mr. Wise do 1 understand
After the presentation and reference of a feeling of responsibility to which he could a committee consisting of Mr. Randall of , thority,
tion, and, if not in’heart a tyrant, is grossly
ari«’ht that the challenge is suspended .
few petifnions, Mr. Williams, of Maine, rose hardly give utterance. The Chaplain al Bath, Mr. Dunlap of Brunswick, Mr. Carne of ignorant of his duties, or a traitor to his trust
Mr! Wise answered : “ It is.” Mr. Jones was and announced the death of Mr. Cilley with luded in a very appropriate manner to the Buxton, Mr. Craig of Readfield, and Mr.
then about to proceed, when Mi. Wise sug some appropriate remarks, in eulogy of the death and the manner of the death of Mr. Houdlett of Dresden, were appointed to wait —therefore
15. Resolved, that it is our duty to with
gested that it was best, perhaps, l^,ve ‘ deceased. On his motion the customary testi- Cilley, and without reflecting upon the pres on Governor Kent and inform him of his
hold our approbation and supjiort from those
explanation or reason m writing. Mi. Jones ! -onials in honour of the deceased were unan ent duel or (he parties engaged m the
nominalion by the Convention.
The com who advocate a separation, and to procure, if
Wise,. if yon ¡ mo
lhensaid, in substance : ““ Mr.
imously voted—the funeral to take place at present duel, he concluded with some severe mittee reported through Mr. Randall, that possible, such men to rule over us, as are
and
just
comments
upon
the
odious
and
require me to put what I have to say m
12 o’clock on Tuesday.—The Senate then
ting, I shall require you to put what you have
infamous practice of duelling. He appealed they had notified Mr. Kent of his nomina willing to indenlify their interests with the
to the members of the Senate and House, as tion, and that he accepted, and further said wholepeople.
said, and may say, in writing.
Mr. Wise le- adjourned.
that he felt highly gratified by the confidence
16. Resolved, That recent elections
nlied : “ Well, let us bear the explanation be
makers and guardians of the law,—as the
TUESDAY, FEB. 27.
again reposed in him.
, throughout the Union, furnish evidence of a
forehand, as it may not be necessary to put it
Senators
representing
the
interests
of
the
The Senate did not sit.
On
motion
of
Mr.
Tenney,
a
committee
in writing.” Mr. Jones then proceeded, as
Stales and the Representatives of the I eo- consisting of Mr. Tenney of Norridgewock, determination on the part of the people, to
he now thinks, substantially to say : l am
ple,—the men chosen to preserve the honor Mr. Doane of Orrington, Mr. Vose of Augus' take care of themselves and their interests by
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28.
authorized by my friend, Mr. Cilley, to say,
and
dignity oflhe land, not to encourage or ta, Mr. Robinson of Ellsworth, Mr. Dumont effecting, as speedily as possible, a final sep
Mr Prentiss gave notice that he should to- enga^e°in
aration between themselves and those indi
that in declining to receive the note nom Mi.
a matter so at variance with the
prohibGrives ourportthg io te from Col. Webb, he !
ask, leave lo bring in a bill to pro
nb- laws^of God and man. The Chaplain ex of Hallowell, were appointed to take into con- viduals who now control our national affairs.
Graves,
meaot’no disrespeM to Mr.
because 1■ ¡t un(
,,„,|]er suitable penalties, the
il'e.U'";'?
"a.,reL horted those before him as the highest powers; sideration the subject of a National Convenr. Graves, because
giving 1!iana
17. Resolved, That we fully concur in the
‘ ‘ ceiving, within this District, of a elallenge to on the land,-by their hopes here and here- tion to nominate candidates for President recommendation of a National Convention,
he entertained lor him then, as he now does,
■
and
Vice
President,
and
to
report
Resoluto be hel<l at an early day to be designated
the highest respect and the most kind teelmg ,
after,—by their love of country and their
but that he declined to receive the note, be- j ^The Senate then resumed the sub-Treasury regard for suffering humanity,—in the name; tions expressive oflhe sense of this Conven- by our Whig friends in Congress, for the
lion,
on
the
various
subjects
before
it
—
which
purpose of selecting candidates for the offi
cause he chose not to be drawn into any conof” religion and for the sake of the widow
subsequently reported the follow ces of President and Vice President of the
Mr. Davis rose and addressed the Senate and the orphan not to to give countenance,— committee
troversy with Col. Webb.” Mr. Wise thinks
<
ing
Resolves,
which
were
unanimously
athis answer of Mr. Jones was, m substance, I in opposition to this measure till near 4 o’ not to permit, and not to plead the necessiiy
United States, at the ensuing election ;—and
entertaining the fullest confidence that a se
as follows : “ I am authorized by my friend, clock. Before he had concluded, he gave of any such mode of warfare.
1. Resolved, That with feelings of State lection thus made will be most judicious, and
Mr. Cilley, to say, that in declining to receive way to a motion to adjourn.
After the conclusion of the funeral ser
pride, we again present to our fellow citi
the note from Mr. Graves, purporting to ie
vice in the House the coffin was carried from zens of Maine, the Hon. Edward Kent, for will receive our warm approbation, ve
THURSDAY, MARCH 1.
from Col. Webb, he meant no disrespect to
the Hall oflhe Representatives.
the office of Chief Magistrate—that we take pledge ourselves cordially to abide by and
Mr. Davis concluded his able and eloquent
Mr. Graves, because he entertained for him
The following was the order of arrange pleasure in referring to his first official act as support it.
18. Resolved, That the whigs of the sev
then, as he does now, the highest respect and speech in opposition to the Sub-Treasury bill.
the most kind feelings; but my friend refuses
The Committee of Arrangements, pall meeting a warm response from a majority of eral Congressional Districts in this State be
the
people
ofihis
State,
and
a
hearty
tribute
to disclaim disrespect for Col. Webb, because
bearers, and mourners, attended at the late of admiration from the intelligent republican requested to choose one delegate each to the
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
he does not choose to be drawn into an ex
• and that in all proposed whig national convention for norniresidence of the deceased, at 11 oc qck
SATURDAY, FEB. 24.
pression of opinion as to him.
Sue is e
A. M., Tuesday, February 27th ; at which citizens of our sister States ;’ '
the highest »»ating candidates for the next Presidency
his
official
doings,
he
has
given
lue
The Neutrality bill was further debated, time the remains were removed, in charge
substantial difference now between the two
Vice Presidency, and that this conven
proofs
of
zeal
for
the
honor
and
interests of and
«
seconds, as to ibis answer of Mr. Jones. 1 he and after some amendments, the question of the Committee of Arrangements, attend
tion choose two delegates for the same pur
friends on each side, with the seconds, then was taken on passing it to a third reading, ed by the Sergeant-at-arms of the House Maine, and ardent devotion to the cause of pose from the people at large.
retired from each other to consult UP0^»1® and decided in the negative—yeas 76, nays of Representatives, to the Hall oflhe House, republican freedom ; and above all a deter- ! On motion of Mr. Norton of Canaan, a
mination to act upon principle, in the dis committee of three from each County in
It was then referred to the committee where divine services were performed.
i^piLuadv...
consultation, Mr. Wise 88> --------explanation. After
j
returned to Mr. Jones, and said : “ Mr. Jones, on foreign affairs, yeas 8a.
At 12 o’clock, meridian, the funeral proces charge of the arduous duties which he has the Stale was appointed to nominate candi
this answer leaves iMr. Graves precisely in
sion moved from the Hall of the House of ' been°called upon to perform.
dates to represent the State at large in the
2. Resolved, That by the re-election of the proposed National Convention, which com
MONDAY, FEB. 26
1 Representatives to the place of interment, in
the position in which he stood when the chal
Hon.
Edward
Kent,
the
citizens
of
this
State
lenge was sent.” Much conversation then
As soon as the journal was read, Mr. Fair- the following order.
mittee subsequently reported the names ot
would honor themselves as much as they ELISHA H. ALLEN of Bangor, and SYLensued between the seconds and their friends, field rose and addressed the House as fol
The Chaplains of both Houses.
honored
him
by
giving
him
their
suffrages;
but no nearer approach to reconciliation be lows:
Committee of Arrangements, viz :
VANUS R. LYMAN of Portland, as suita
,
. .
his talents, his integrity, his undeyiating ad ble persons to be delegated by the Conven
ing made the challenge was renewed, and an
Mr. Speaker : An event has occurred since
Mr. Evans,
of mau»..
Maine.
IVir.
DVail», Ml
herence to sound political principles are a tion for that purpose—which report was ac
other shot was exchanged in a manner per our last adjournment, which has spread a Mr. Atherton, of N. H. IVir.
» a.
Mr. V/OIUB,
Coles, Ul
of Va.
Mr.
of La.. sufficient guarantee, that the object of his ad cepted, and the gentlemen named unani
deep «doom over this community, and depriv Mr. Connor, of N. C.
fectly fair and honorable to all parties.
f.... Johnson,
_ministration will be the “ greatest good of mously appointed.
After this, the seconds and the friends a- ed this body of one of its most valuable mem Mr. Whitilesey of Conn. Mr. P illrnore, of
the greatest number.”
N. Y.
On motion of Mr. Appleton of Portland,
gaiti assembled, and the challenge was again bers. I allude, sir, to the death of my late
3. Resolved, That we earnestly entreat the
Resolved, That the proceedings of this
Pall Bearers, viz :
withdrawn, and very similar conversations to 1j 1colleague, the Hon Jonathan Cilley, which,
Whigs
of
Maine
to
rally
at
the
polls
next
Mr. Campbell, of b. C.
Convention be signed by the President and
that after the first exchange of shots again j it
j is my painful duty to announce, took place I Mr. Thomas of Md.
September,
and
by
their
countenance
and
ex

ensued. Mr. Jones then remarked—- Mr. on
c Saturday last near this city. One hour 5 Mr. Williams of N. H. Mr. White of Indiana. ertions, secure a triumph, which will again Secretary, and published in the Whig papers
Mr. Mat tin, of Ala.
the State. Whereupon
Wise, my friend, incoming to the ground, ,we saw him in full life standing in the midst j Mr. Ogle of Penn.
diffuse throughout the nation a lively sensa in On
motion of Mr. Appleton, the Conven
The family and friends of the deceased.
and exchanging shots with Mr. Graves, has (of us in all the pride and vigor of manhood ;
tion
of
hope
and
joy,
that
our
country
is
to
next, a helpless, inanimate corpse. It is The members of the House of Representa
tion adjourned sine die.
shown to the world, that in declining to re- the
(
be
speedily
rescued
from
more
than
Egypt

EDWARD ROBINSON, President.
tives and Senators from Maine, as mour
ceive the note of Colonel Webb he did not do a. case, sir, most melancholy and heart-rend
ian bondage under the heartless domination
ners.
so because he dreaded a controversy. He ;ing in all its circumstances, (of which how
N
oah
Smith, JSecretaries.
of office holders and government depend
has shown himself a brave man, and disposed j ever, this is not the occasion to speak,) and The Sergeant-at-arms of the House of Rep
Moses Emery,
y
ents.
brings
home
to
our
minds,
with
peculiar
em

resentatives.
to render satisfaction to Mr. Graves. 1 do
4. Resolved, That when the people com
phasis,
the
trite
but
solemn
truth,
that
“
in
The
House
of
Representatives,
preceded
by
think that he has done so, and that the mat
mand, their servants should obey, and hence
their Speaker and Clerk.
Stale Finances—By information received
ter should end here.” To this, Mr. Wise re the midst of life we are in death.”
we can discover no reason why the odious this morning from Augusta, we learn that the
My deceased colleague was a man of un
The Sergeant-at arms of the Senate.
plied in substance-“ Mr. Jones, Mr. Cdfoy
small
bill
law
should
not
be
repealed
speedily
committee on Finance, have decided to re
has already expressed his respect for Mi. common talents. His mind was strong, vig The Senate of the United States,^ preceded
delay.
port a resolve, authorizing a loan from the
Graves in the written correspondence, and Mr. orous, well stored, and well disciplined. He by the Vice President and their Secretary. and5. without
Resolved,
That
we
consider
the
pro

had moreover, that indomitable spirit of per
several Banks. The State Treasury is rep
The President of the United States.
Graves doesnot
gressive
developement
oflhe
internal
resour

resented to beat a very low ebb. All that
The Heads of Departments.
tificate of character for Colonel Webb , he severance in all the pursuits of an elevated
ces
of
the
Stale,
and
the
speedy
settlement
has yet been obtained under the resolve of
Foreign Ministers.
considers himself bound not only to preserve and honorable ambition, which would not
of
our
public
lands,
to
be
objects
of
the
first
.. .... low
.. attainments,
__
• He par
Feb. 8th, proposing a loan of $270,000, is
Citizens and Strangers.
the resoect due to himself, but to defend the i rest satisfied with
importance to our prosperity and power;—
ly, —
too, Aofr.k.
thatf fearless n<
patriotism of
honor of his friend, Colonel Webb.’”’ These
took large«-J
The remains of the deceased were follow And that the advancement of these great ob $5000, and there is we think not a very en
words of Mr. Wise, Mr. Jones recollects, and his ancestors, which made them “ pour out ed from the capitol to the public burying jects must essentially depend upon a restora couraging prospect, that the whole amount
Mr. Wise thinks he added the words— Mr. their blood like water,” in the war of the rev ground by about 125 carriages, occupied by tion of public confidence, and the return of a of the loan can be obtained. Under these cir
cumstances, we do not see how a requisition
Graves only insists that he has not borne the olution, and which also displayed itself in the not less than six hundred persons. After the sound national currency.
on the Banks could be avoided. We give
note of a man who is not a man of honor, brave and chivalrous conduct of an only interment oflhe deceased the procession re
6.
Resolved,
That
the
claim
made
by
below, an estimate of the probable amount
and not a gentleman.” After much more brother during the late war.
turned to the capitol and dispersed. E. B.
Great
Britain,
to
the
jurisdiction
and
posses

His fellow citizens had oiten elected him to
which will be required from the several
conversation, and ineffectual attempts to ad
i
P.
S.
1
have
just
learned
that
the
Judges
sion
of
an
extensive
and
valuable
portion
of
just the matter, the challenge was again re places of honor and trust in the State of his of the Supreme Court refused to attend Mr. our territory, is wholly unfounded; and that Banks. In the calculation, it is intended ta
newed ; and whilst the friends were again adoption, and had now given him a seat a-• Cilley’s funeral, upon the ground that he fell the capture and imprisonment of our fellow make the loans of those called on, as near to
4 1-2 per cent, as possible ; those whose loans
loading the rifles for the third exchange of mong the Representatives of the nation—a-i in a duel, and passed resolutions to that efcitizens while attending to their public duties already exceed that amount are not in the es
shots, Mr. Jones and Mr. Wise walked apart mong us, who are now spared to deplore his
thereon, are high handed offences against our timate, and will not be called on.
and each proposed to the other anxiously to abrupt and tragical removal. Though he hadI feet.
State and the general government ; and the
Androscoggin 250 ; Agricultural 250 ; Ban
settle the affiair. Mr. Wise asked Mr. Jones, not long been a member of this body, he had
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28.
allegations that such acts were for aggressions gor Commercial 375 ; Brunswick 375 ; Bank
“ If Mr. Cilley could not assign the reason established an enviable and an enduring repDeath of Mr. Cilley.—Investigation ordered. committed within the province of New of Bangor 375 ; Bank of Portland 1000 ;
for declining to receive the note of Coloirel UUllivu*
mation. His ready
powers of debate, his
----------- |
Brunswick,is a gross insult to our national Bank of Cumberland 1250 ; Bank of Belfast
Webb, that be (Mr. Cilley) did not hold him warm and fervid eloquence, his manly bear —Mr. Fairfield, of Maine, asked leave to of
.
1050 ; Bank of Westbrook 250 ; Canal 2000 ;
self accountable to Colonel Webb for words ing towards opponents, and courteous de fer a resolution. It was read for information sovereignty.
7. Resolved, That the right of Maine to Casco 1500; Central 3025; Citizens 300;
. .
_
spoken in debate ?” Mr. Jones replied that, meanor to all, will be readily acknowledged, as follows :
zuiiimriicv
-this
territory,
the
occupation
and
enjoyment
Resolved, That a committee consistingot
Commercial 250 ; Calais 4500; City 1000?
“ Mr. Cilley would not assign that reason, be and long remembered, by the members of
>rs be
be ai
appointed to investigate of the same by her citizens, has been fully re- Damariscotta 1050 ; Exchange 500 ; Frank
seven members
cause he did not wish to be understood as ex this House.
hich .led
to the
by our* --Minister
at the Court ot^ bt. lin 250 ; Freeman’s 250 ; Frontier 500 ?
” I1
-----That his sudden
and melancholy
death will
. ...........................
----. : the causes wh.<>..
— —
--- death of the cognized
pressing the opinion whether he was or was
sensation
in Maine,- and in- ji 11VII. Jonathan Cilley, late
a member of this James, and we, therefore, exercise no more Frankfort 250 ; Gardiner 500 ; Globe 2100;
not accountable for words spoken in debate. UIUUUl'O
produce **a ’deep
<■•'' — I' ----------- -----------------Mr. Wise then, according to his recollection, deed throughout the whole country, no one ( House> ancj foe circumstances connected than our right in demanding of the General Kenduskeag 500 ; Lincoln 500 ; Lime Rock
asked Mr. Jones whether “ Mr. Cilley would can doubt : but the annunciation of the dread- j l|jei-ewilh, and to report thereon to this Government, an immediate establishment of 1050; Lafayette 500; Manufacturers and
the North Eastern boundary, by running the Traders 750 ; Manufacturers 500 ; Merchants
pot sav, that in declining to receive the note fol fact to the partner of his bosom, sitting in j Holise.
Resolved,
eso|Ved, That said committee have^
have pow- line thereof, taking such measures as shall 750 ; Mariners 250 ; Medomac 1050 ; North
of Colonel Webb, he meant no disrespect to the midst of the young pledges of their mu-1 R
Mr. Graves, either directly or indirectly
To tual affection, little dreaming of the blow that | e|. to send for pe|.sons and papers, and have render all our fellow citizens secure from in ern 375 ; Neguemkege 1050 ; Old Town
250 ; Penobscot 500 ; South Berwick 250 ;
which Mr. Jones replied affirmatively, add awaits her, it is shocking to contemplate. No leave to sit during the sessions of the House. sult and molestation.
8. Resolved, That the proppsitfon made by Skowhegan 375 ; Stillwater 250 ; St. Croix
The resolution was agreed to, Yeas lo3,
ing “ Mr. Cilley entertains the highest res one can think of it but with feelings of the
Commissioners of this State in 1832, to trans 2250 ; Sagadahock 1000 ; Thomaston 250 ?
pect for Mr. Graves, but declined to receive most poignant and heartfelt grief. May “ He Nays 49.
.
•
,
,
Mr. Morris, of Pennsylvania, by leave, fer ~a portion
____ of its territory and its citizens for Ticonic 375 ; Union 250 ; Waldo 250 ; Wash
the note, because he chose to be drawn into who tempers the wind to the shorn lamb,
..............
' 1 with the express ington Co. 2250. Total $38,675.
“ indemnity,
will not break the bruised reed, moved the following resolution of instruc- a pretended
no controversy with Colonel Webb. After and who
her- that consolation and support
which , t-[ons t0 t!)e se|ect committee just ordered, desjgn that such territory should become the
The following Banks have already loaned
further explanatory conversation, the parties give
g_____
. .
■
-------1,. —
jcb was
pted ::
. j property of a foreign power,
pnWfir- was derogatory
derosatorv the State the sums set against their names :
which
was ado
adopted
needs,
andi which «k
no oarthlv
earthly nnwer
power can
can wb
then exchanged the third shot, fairly and hon ) she
Resolved, That the select committee, this to (be
the bonor
honor of OU
ourr State;
State : and that in our
orably, as in every instance. Immediately give.
Augusta 5400 ; Eastern 4500 ; Granite
pjnion there can be no “ ample indemnity 4500; Maine 14,200 ; Mercantile 4400 ; MeWith this brief and imperfect announce day ordered, be instructed to inquire into the j O
opinion
previous to rhe last exchange of shots, Mr.
J
th Cl. nrni». I /•
.1
It ______ A
moreV V/
effectually
the
a||-egiance
of American citizens.
Wise said to Mr. Jones, “ If this matter is not ment, I beg leave to submit the following res 1means
1J| !>«.• t
mv#»
----- ’ to suppress
’ 1
I • prac- Ij for the
w-.-w ---------- -gunticook 6200 ; People’s 4500 ; York 4500»,
tice of duelling, and report a bill for this pur9 Resolved>I, That
q
terminated this shot, and is not settled, 1 will olutions :
we but utter the sentiPortland Adv.
Resolved, That the members of tffis House pose as early as practicable.
propose to shorten the distance.” To which
ng of every friend to the in
ment and feeling
Mr. Evans, by leave, introduced a> resolu-1terests
1er(?sl8 of
O1 this
U11S State,
~iavo, when
„
-------r- - our
Mr. Jones replied, “ After this shot, without will attend the funeral of Jonathan Cilley, de
we
express
Horatio Bridge, of Augusta, has been ap
ceased, late a member of the House from the !i tion
effect, I will entertain the proposition.”
LIOll for
1UI informing
iMiuiiinug the Governor
------------ of Maine of sense ofthe services of the Hon. George Ev- pointed Purser in the Navy, from the 16th
State
of
Maine,
at
12
o
’
clock
to-morrow.
I
the
decease
of
Mr.
Cilley
—
which
was
agreed
ans, Representative in Congress, from the Feb. 1838.
After Mr. Cilley fell, Mr. Wise, for Mr.
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to.
Kennebec district, who has uniformly and.
Graves, expressed a desire to Mr. Jones to
to
take
order
for
superintending
the
funeral
ablv defended the integrity of our territory,
.
,
.T
see Mr. Cilley. Mr. Jones replied to Mr.
,
m
*
k
«
hx
.
god who has always demanded of ibo Gen-I 0?;A cow was bulehered m Palmyra, Me.
of
Jonathan
Cilley,
deceased.
THURSDAY, MARCH 1.
Wise, “ My friend is dead,” and went on to
e
announced
eral
Government
protection
and
defence,
and
,
recently,
16
years
old.
Total
"«'gj
11
776
.
,b?"
Resolved, That the members and officers of
Mr. Graves, and told him there was no ob
The gv.ae
following
gentlemen
were
----. ------testitv
tneir
lor
me
xue
ivuuv»n.g
------e
n
'
rights
against
foreign
agRough
and
Kidney
tallow
164
lbs.
which
will testify
their
respect
for
the
jection to his request to see Mr. Cilley. When this House‘Jonathan
Cilley, by weeing crape as being appointed
§
S tnadl 105 lbs. of tried tallow«
_.
.
Mr. Jones approached Mr. Graves, and in memory of arm
for
thirty
days.
1 committee on Mr. Fallfields motion, for an giessiom
on
the
left
arm
for
thirty
days.
formed him that his request should be grantq

duEL aT

T0E
bet wee
The
vheh'
l»bT Washings. t«Selhe
t,0ilOr inf facts in ’•eferen
s,aleme „ | (ermin»«»" 1)1 ,he
H be fonml in tl'e
|!C“l‘dSTl1,0 <locumentsa.ee«
•'*'

rlube.

'Vena'

|Vashington
d by the
tl'«'i!OhnXSr
.«etotb.
rnB" r Mr FabfieM
"'"’'“’„“aceoontof'be lone
.„tions for a eoi
r1;he.|Timro<luee.lbyM«-

a very
•“CXong'''11 clasie3’i!

Ceonnoy- The day h»
°t abamelesseioU"“"»'
r.««-«be..de!ibe™'e»'
*“ c0„ be joenbe'1
as called tbr by.he“
■¿eba.barons usages» I «
1 flr4tivelv few apologists
“Si».. .

„.ed period. 'Ve ',re"
.rentes, generally, s s|
’ abjecimonesol .nanb
*,a.i.doesn»'heei'^’“

Heit right
10
e affair wi.h deserved o|
^tionol our country ba.
,nd the moral feeling Ol .he
sufficiently ou.raged,
years, by the repeated
lib„s and brawls which I
¿iffaent sections of lhe Unr
aaddisgusting details of wl"
UK, fai.hf.diy narrated and
drettlated by our pi.b'.cJ0"
ticiutnts io these, with very
however, have been hotspui
from that class of well dress
profligates, who assume the
claim the title of gentloma
.he land that gave them bin
to the circles in which they
' rencontres, even among sue
I calculated to excite alarm, i
i lie attention to the enquiry,
practicable, by moral suasic
arm of the law,” to lessen
But the tragedy which is
go much remark, is more ii
serving of more pointed re
the actors were individua
honored by the people wii
who had been entrusted t<
the enactment of our laws,
watch over and protect <
and institutions. It is a s
lional character, an indig
sense of the people, which
liation or excuse.
While impartial justice
participant in this brawl s
sparing censure, that p<
feelings by no means envi
train from sorrowing dee;
death of Cilley,—a gei
talents of high order, a
! menced his political can
tering prospects of future
ness—cut down in earl
enjoyment of perfect hea
| pying a station which i
. facilities for the employ
j advantageously to himse
country ; or who wool
I sion of the warmest syn
ble widow of the dece
‘ thus suddenly and une;
one “dear to her as lifi
j children, who are left f
when they “ most nei
The anguish of his
“ bowed down with yea
latives, can only be ima
p must be callous indeed
did not sympathise will
in their affliction. But
I
many virtues ofthe dea
j (nature decease, while
the living, we cannot
acter of the event whicl
sadness and sorrow, noi
t duty or humanity den
| be lost sight of or that i
up for “ instruction, for
proof.”

,

The attempts ofthe
turn this lamentable tn
count—to convert it in
the strengthening of th
expense of their politic
it would seem, he viev
®r candid man with <
contempt and disgust,
believed that Cilley ha
conflict,—that a conspi
for the purpose of tak
vents, by certain whig
were some of the mo
ofthe party—that CiV
sion that con Id be rec
to fire at his antagoni
answer—he “ was a
there is no well au
whatever before the p
making of either of tl
correspondence betw
ibe seconds, and the i
tbe seconds, must bi
certainly d0 not lea

Th« we have every reasna
w>s,lom of those fi-ia , "
present administrate
,"'a ’ n"d lhM 'he results “
Imve shown them to be in
any ground of patriotic
That we consider the Sub
h recommended by President
now agitated in Congre*
s the perfection of an origin?
lerthe influence and pOwer
indent of the people’/ wi
»eople s money in the hand/
Hive and subject to the con
nd bis adherents ; and that
e final consummation of this
as likely to be attended with
consequences to on,- national
n-osperity, but as tending to
foundation of our free institu-

, That in the warfare which
I by the past, and ¡s nmv
resent administration, agaiust
currency of the country, and
its which have been used to
ople may plainly discern a
ir interests,and an abandont duties of Government.
, That if proof were wantim»
ird, and abandonment of duty
ur present rulers, it may ba
sition advanced and support.
1 there may be “ one currenrnment and another for the
■trine, the atrocity of which
I by the hardihood of those

, That the great and leading
Government is the happiness
the governed—that the pub> would seek to establish a
^een the interests of Governi of the people under its anis the great object of its crea. in heart a tyrant, is grossly
i duties, or a traitor to his trust
1, that it is our duty to with,
bation and support from those
i separation, and to procure, if
men to. rule over us, as are
ntify their interests with the

zed, That recent elections
! Union, furnish evidence of a
on the part of the people, to
emselves and their interests by
.teedily as possible, a final sep
ti themselves and those indijw control our national affairs,
d, That we fully concur in tbs
on of a National Convention,
j early day to be designated
friends in Congress, for the
acting candidates for the offint and Vice President of the
at the ensuing election and
te fullest confidence that a seade will be most judicious, and
our warm approbation, vs
es cordially to abide by and
d, That the whigs of the sevonal Districts in this State be
hoose one delegate each to the
" national convention for nomifates for the next Presidency
iidency, and that this conven«
vo delegates for the same pur
people at large.
of Mr. Norton of Canaan, a
three from each County in
appointed to nominate camlisent the State at large in the
ional Convention, which comuently reported the names oi
ALLEN of Bangor, and SYLjYMAN of Portland, as Suita> be delegated by the Convenjurpose—which report was acthe gentlemen named unaniinted.
of Mr. Appleton of Portland,
That the proceedings of lliii
e signed by the President awl
d published in the Whig paper»
Whereupon
of Mr. Appleton, the Convend sine die.
RD ROBINSON, President.
th, Jr., ? Secretaries.
ery,
5
mees—By information recent
from Augusta, we learn that ths
i Finance, have decided to
authorizing a loan from w
s. The State Treasury is ref
e at a very low ebb. AH
obtained under the resolve i
iposing a loan of $270,000,8
here is we think not a very ®
ospect, that the whole arnou»l
m be obtained. Under these «;
we do not see bow a requisi*
s could be avoided. We gi«
súmate of the probable amoun
be required from the sever®
the calculation, it is intended
ans of those called on, as near
at. as possible ; those whose lea
?ed that amount are not in the
will not be called on.
ggin 250 ; Agricultural 250, W
rcial 375 ; Brunswick 3/5 3
375; Bank of
!
mberland 1250 ; Bank of B#
of Westbrook 250; Canal 200
1; Central 3025; Citizens »
1 250 ; Calais 4500; CityJ
ta 1050 ; Exchange 500 , * »
Freeman’s 250;
50; Gardiner 500; Globe 2
g 500 ¡Lincoln 500; Lirn
Fyeue 500 ;
) ; Manufacturers 500 , M
ers 250 ? Medovnac 1050.,
Neguemkege 1050, O 25(,
iscot 500 ; South Beiwi K
i 375 ; Stillwater 250 , »•
Idnhoek KOO; Tbogto»»
5; Union 250; Waklo 25U,
2250. Total «38,675.
,wing Banks h“’® “V
« sums set agamst then
. 5400; Eastern WO - “ j,

ow was butchered in
6 years old. Total we.g
,d Kidney tallow 104
lbs. of tried tallow.
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The conflict WM between InJividnale and ! ÜP-

“fl . Horrid.—The New York tlxpless of the
2d inst. says that at the
period
there
' present
.
.■■■■
explicit as to are “ not less than forty thousand persons
Col. Webb,

i in.. .

iin

PROBATE NOTICÄ

not parties. The Van Buren papers, in at- I isfactoty ; and requesting him to be more
1 .
,
..
.
ti „„ I the nart of their conversation respecting
tempting, by distorted statements, groundless ; Mr Cilley returned an answer declining to make any IN THIS CITY DEPENDENT ON THE HAND At a Court of .Prolate held at Saco, withili
SATURDAY. MARCH 10, 1838
and for the County of York, on the firsts
suppositionsand obscure charges, to fasten all further explanation, and expressing an unwillingness to OF CHARITY FOR THEIR DAILY SUPPLY OF FOOD
I ,
.
n i
.
.■
be catechised upon that point. All this occurred on
Monday of March, in the year of our Lord
The late duel at Washington.— the stigma of the transaction upon the w n . q'|lurs(jay qu Friday; Mr. Graves wrote a challenge and fuel,” and further, that “ there is not a
day passes in this city in which there are not
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
‘
Dartv
or
its
most
prominent
men,
take
ground
to
Mr.
Cilley
and
gave
if
to
Mr.
Wisejo
deliver.
Mr.
The correspondence between the princi r J
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
r
.
.
Wise retained it the greater part of Friday forenoon, more or less deaths from want of food and fu
pals and the seconds in the late “ affair of. as untenable as it is dishonorable. An im- taking care, however, to let Mr. Cilley know that a el.”— Such are some of the effects of the “ Ex
Court :
him an opportnnity periment,” devised and persisted in by our JOSEPH HUSTON, administrator of the
honor” at Washington, together with a joint partial examination of the facts willj we think, challenge
uuauuuge was to come, but sgiving
.v...s ......
0,0
’
z141 . I to make further explanations if he saw proper,. About national rulers, and it is not uncharitable to O
estate of Samuel Littlefield, 3d. late of
statement of facts in reference to the con-! satisfy the enquirer that, so far as related io ! noon the challenge
..
was delivered.
presume, that the outcry concerning the death Kennebunk, deceased, having presented his
|
It
was
accepted
late
on
Friday
evening.
The
time,
ducting and termination oi the affair, by the I the challenge, Mr. Graves was less guilty,
I place, and weapons were in the choice of Mr. Cilley. of Cilley is raised by the party press to divert first account of administration of the estate of
seconds, will be found in the preceding col- , perhaps, than Mr. Cilley—he lives in a see- and he selected rifies, at eighty yards distance, for the attention from the disastrous effects of a said deceased : and also his private account
noon the next day as the time, and for the course of policy which has thrown thousands against said deceased, for allowance :
umns. The documents are copied from the i tion of the country where duelling is tolerat- jI weapon,
place, a spot in Maryland, near Rock Creek. Mr.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
Washington Globe.
We have inserted, also, ed and where the “ code of honor” is coutl- I Graves,—though he was not accustomed to the use of out of employment and reduced them to
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
the rifle.—agreed to these terms, provided he could ob- beggary and want.
the resolutions adopted by the House of Rep- tenanced by a portion of the community—he | taiii a rifle in time.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
„ , iii company
resentatives in reference to the event, and the ! i)a(| been educated differently in regard to i The whole day on •‘Friday, Mr. Cilley,
Fast.—Thursday, April 5, has been ap weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
iwiiiiiiisineuus,
was _ engaged
engaged in
in praci
practising with the
__ M..
M.. C.
_lh hisfriends, _was
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
remarks
of Mr. Fairfield nn
on intrndnrina
introducing ! ..this
j :____
point
from Mr. C.—Mr. Clillov
Cilley must
must have
have ! Ii wi
rifle. He is said to have used one belonging tn Mr pointed by the Executive of Massachusetts,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
of Ohio, who is a great shot, and who was one to be observed throughout that State as a
them—an account of the funeral ceremonies, felt that the practice was wrong—he knew' Duncan
■
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
of the chief advisers in this matter. Mr. Cilley was an
‘
and the resolutions for a committee of en that the feeling in New England was deci- excellent
marksman. His success in firing at a mark day of Humiliation, Fasting and Prayer.— first Monday of April next, at ten of the
quiry, also introduced by Mr. Fairfield, which dedly hostile to it—he knew that his constit- <on Friday was very great, for it is said that he repeat Thursday, April 12, has been designated by clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
edly hit, at eighty yards, the size of a dollar. His
were adopted by the House.
uents would not only justify him in refusing friends were elated with his skill, and flattered him the Executive of New Hampshire to be simi any they have, why the same should not be
allowed.
The event has produced, as might reason to accept the challenge; but would honor him with the idea, that he would certainly kill his opponent larly observed in that State.
Attest, John Skeele, Registef.
at the first fire.
ably be expected, a very great degree of ex more and love him better for doing so. Why
A true copy,—Attest,
Meanwhile. Mr. Graves and his friends were busily
The
Van
Buren
leaders
from
different
sec

!
employed
all
Friday
evening;
in
hunting
up
a
r
ifle
to
John Skeele, Register.citement, among all classes, in every section did he accept it then, when duty to himself, 1
be used the next day. But this was a weapon not easy tions of the County celebrated the 4th of
of the country. The day has gone by when his family, his constituents and his God, de’ ! to be found, and they continued their search, will) so March, on the 5th, by a supper at Gen. Thom At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, withirt
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
such a shameless violation of the laws of God manded of him to call into exercise his moral| Iittle success, the next day, that in the morning they as’, in Alfred. These patriots some few
found themselves obliged to send a note to the friends
day of March, in the year of our Lord
and man — when deliberate and cold blooded courage and refuse it ?
There was no hesi’ ol'Mr. Cilley. informing them that it might be necessa- months.ago denounced ‘ politicalfeasts'1 as ex
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight.
travagant, anti-republican, &c. “ Consisten
murder—can be justified on the ground tancy about the matter—no disinclination ex. ry to postpone the meeting.
iXTlLLIAM EMERY, Jun., having pfeThis was iinmediaiely construed by the friends of cy is a jewel.”
that it was called for by the “ code of honor.” pressed—but his answer was prompt and de Mr. Cilley’ into a backing out on the part of Mr. Graves
’ ’
sented his petition to be appointed ad
The bai barons usages of the dark ages find cisive. He had the choice of weapons and and reports to that effect were instantly circulated. A Lord Gosford, late Governor General of the ministrator on the estate of Theodore Lins
Bout ten o’clock, probably by way of taunt or bravado,
ord \n suu\ county, deceased
comparatively few apologists or defenders in time—he selected the one best calculated to Mr. Wise, the friend of Mr. Graves, received two notes Canadas, arrived in this town from the east cott,
tendering him the use of two rifles, if lie could obtain on Sunday evening last, passed the night, and — he being a principal creditor of said deceas
civilized communities, at the present enlight do execution for the former, and an early day none
elsewhere : and it is said, that Mr. Duncan waited left early Monday morning for New York, ed, and the widow and next of kin having
ened period. We are glad to perceive that for the latter.—Mr. Graves found difficulty in upon Mr. Wise in person, with a rifle in his hand, of where he will take passage for England.
neglected to administer :
which he tendered the use, declaring it to be equally
the press, generally, is speaking out upon obtaining a rifle, (to which he objected) and as good as that of Mr. Cilley. This officious anxiety
ORDERED—That the said petitioner give
to all persons interested, by causing a
State Convention.— Our readers are re- notice
i
this subject in tones of manly independence for that reason thought it would be impracti of Mr. Gilley’s friends to procure a weapon for Mr.
Graves, came to his ears, and rather than break his ferred to the preceding columns for the offi- copy
of this order to be published three
<
•—that it does not hesitate to call “things by cable to go on the ground n- the hour ap appointment,
he finally accepted the loan of a rifle from
weeks
successively in the Kennebunk Ga
'
their right names,” or to brand all concerned pointed—but Mr. Gilley’s second, (we aré Mr. Rives, of the firm of Blair & Rives, editors and eial account of the proceedings of the Whig zette,
printed at Kennebunk, that they may
publishers of the Globe. The lock of this rifle proved, State Convention, held at Augusta.on Thurs- .
in the affair with deserved opprobrium. The bound to believe with Mr. C’s knowledge and however, on trial, to be so out of order, that, on their
appear at a Probate Court to Lie held at Ken
>
in said County, on the first Monday of
reputation of our country has suffered enough, consent,) sent a rifle, ivith powder and ball to way to the ground, they were obliged to stop, and have day, last week. It was well attended,—its nebunk
it operated upon by a blacksmith.
April next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
deliberations
were
harmonious,
and
their
and the moral feeling of the community has Mr. Graves, in order that there might be no
Mr. Graves was attended by Mr. Wise of Virginia,
and shew cause, if any they have, why ths
been sufficiently outraged, within the last failure. This, certainly, goes to show that Mr. Menifee of Kentucky, and some other of his friends ; result, we doubt not, will be very generally 'said Emery should not be appointed adminis
Mr. Cilley was attended by Mr. Jones óí Wisconsin,
acceptable
to
the
people.
few years, by the repeated duels, assassina there was not a very great disinclination on Mr, Duncan of Ohio, who acted both as second and
trator as aforesaid.
W. A. HAYES, Judge.
tions and brawls which have occurred in the part of Mr. C. to meet Mr. Graves-and surgeon, and by Mr, Shomberg. famous for having
“ The Orion,” a literary journal, which
fought a duel on horseback with broadswords, at New
A true copy—Attest,
different sections of the Union, the shocking if it was the unadvised act of his second, it Orleans.
has been published the past year in Port
John Skeele, Register.
After the first or second fire, a parley took land, has been discontinued.
and disgusting details of which have been but only shows that he selected for his friend
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within
place. Mr. Wise announced to the opposite par
too faithfully narrated and too extensively and counsellor on this occasion, a hot-headed ty that the challenge was withdrawn, and he
and for the County of York, on the first
“ The Democrat” is the .title of an adminis
circulated by our public journals. The par and blood-thirsty individual, of whose char called upon Mr. Cilley to say something as a jus
Monday in March, in the year oj our Lord
tration
paper
just
commenced
at
Bangor,
by
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight «
ticipants in these, with very few exceptions, acter he-could hardly be ignorant, while it tification to Mr. Graves in withdrawing it. Mr. Mr. William R. Smith. It takes the place of
Cilley retired and consulted with his friends, and
N the petition of Anna Legro, executrix
however, have been hotspurs in private life— was in his power to have engaged the servi finally proposed to say, that he had, and always tiie Bangor Post.
of the will of Ebenezer Legro, late of
from that class of well dressed vagabondsand ces of an individual of a different tempera had, an entire respect for Mr. Graves, but that
Somersworth, in the County of Strafford and
The
Banks
in
New
York
city
have
resolv

he
retracted
and
would
retract
nothing,
as
re

profligates, who assume the airs of lords and ment, whose efforts might very probably garded Col. Webb. Mr. Wise entreated Mr.
ed to resume specie payments on or before the State of New Hampshire, deceased, repre
senting that the personal estate of said de
claim the title of gentleman—who disgrace have resulted in the termination of the dis Cilley and his friends to withdraw that part of 10th of May.
ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
the land that gave them birth, and are a curse pute honorably to all concerned. It is not de his statement which related fo Col. Webb. If he
which he owed at the time of his death by
would confine himself to that part of it which re
The
stockholders
of
the
Oriental
Bank,
to the circles in which they move. Personal nied that Mr. Cilley was an excellent marks lated to Mr. Graves, it would be perfectly satis
the sum of six hundred and thirteen dollars
Boston, have voted to wind up its affairs.
rencontres, even among such individuals, are man with the rifle and that he practised the factory ; but with this implied insult in it to his
and eighty-three cents, and praying for a li
calculated to excite alarm, and to arouse pub day before in shooting at a mark. If he had friend Col. Webb, it would be impossible for THE INVADING FORCES DISBANDED. cense to sell and convey so much of the real
Mr. Graves to accept it. This point was urged
Official despatches from Gen. Wool and Col. estate of said deceased as may be necessary
lic attention to the enquiry, whether it is not no wish to take the life of his antagonist and with great zeal by the friends of Mr. Graves;
Worth, from the former of the 2d inst. and the for the payment of said debts and incidental
practicable^ by moral suasion or the “ strong was determined not to fire at him, why did but Mr. Cilley after retiring again, and consult latter of the 1st, show that both on the North
charges:
arm of the law,” to lessen their frequency. he select the rifle in preference to the pistol, ing with his friends, positively refused to modify ern and Western Frontiers the disturbing forces
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no-*
this statement in the smallest degree. The fir have been dispersed, and that tranquillity has
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
But the tragedy which is now the topic of —the weapon commonly used on such occa ing was then renewed. There seems to be a been restored in every direction.
so much remark, is more important and de sions, and a less dangerous one,—because he most remarkable difference of opinion among the
Gen. Wool writes that the entire force un and to all persons interested in said estate,
spectators, whether the parties fired three or four der Drs. Nelson and Cole, about 600 strung, by causing a copy of this order to be pub
serving of more pointed rebuke, inasmuch as
was better acquainted with it ; or why did rounds. It is agreed, however, that. Mr. Cilley surrendered to him at 2 o'clock, p m on the lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
the actors were individuals who had been
he practice the day before ?—If he was anx fired once more than Mr. Graves ; as at one fire, 1st inst. near the Canada line, about one mile Kennebunk in said county of York, three
Mr Graves’s rifle caught in his coat before he north of the village of Alburgh Springs, Vt. with weeks successively, that they may appear at a
honored by the people with high stations—
ious to settle the affair, why, after the first brought it to level, and he missed the fire alto all their cannon, small arms and ammunition. Probate Court to he holden at Kennebunk,
who had been entrusted to aid and assist in
fire, did he insist upon bringing the name of gether.
.
Previous to this, Gen. W. had taken one piece in said county, on the first Monday in April
the enactment of our laws, and delegated to
It is said that Mr. Cilley, in the progress of the of artillery, and nine loads of ammunition pre
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
Col. Webb into all his explanations, which, affair,
consulted freely and frequently with Mr. pared for artillery and muskets. Drs Nelson and
watch over and protect our national rights under the circumstances, would seem to be
Benton of the Senate. It is also said that the Cote were in the custody of Gen W. by whom and shew cause, if any they have, why the
and institutions. It is a stain upon our na designed to aggravate a continuance of the greatest
confidence was entertained by Mr. Cil- they would be surrendered to the civil auth prayer of said petition should not be granted.
,
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court.
tional character, an indignity to the moral
loy’s friends, that he would kill Mr. Graves at the orities. The British troops were within six or
quarrel, or why did he not leave the field, after first fire. They looked upon him as a doomed
A true copy—Attest,
eight miles of the invading camp at the time of
sense of the people, which admits of no pal
John Skeele, Register
having settled all doubts that could be en man. Mr Cilley is said to have acted with great the surrender.
liation or excuse.
coolness and deliberation, and to have taken a ve
STATE-OF MAINE.
’
The whole frontier, from St. Albans to Wa
tertained in relation to his courage ?
ry steady aim. In all probability nothing saved
While impartial justice demands that every
But suppose a “ conspiracy” had been the life of Mr. Graves except the wind, which tertown, is entirely tranquilized—probably not In the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and thirty-eight.
participant in this brawl should receive un formed by Wise and a few other Southern made it impossible for the most practised marks- to be again disturbed.
An additional Act concerning the Public
sparing censure, that person must possess bloodhounds, to draw Cilley into the quarreli man to hold the rifle at arm’s length perfectly
Money apportioned to the State of Maine.
The following nominations were made by
Mr. Cilley is thought to have shared in
feelings by no means enviable, who could re —and that, having got him entangled in the1 steady,
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate
the confidence of his friends, and it is reported, the Governor on Monday last :—
frain from sorrowing deeply at the premature net, they urged him on until he lost his life.> that the last sentence he uttered was an exDaniel Goodenow of Alfred, Attorney and House of Representatives in Legislature
assembled, That the several cities, towns and
death of Cilley,—a gentleman possessing How could this fact, with the least shadow' clamation to his second, just previous to the last General.
plantations in this State, are hereby released
fire,—“ 1’11 bring him this time 1”
John
Gleason
of
Perry,
Indian
Agent
for
talents of high order, and who had com of reason or justice, be urged against the
and exonerated from all obligations imposed
the
Passamaquoddy
Indians.
menced his political career with most flat leaders of or the principles of the whig party.
State Legislature.—We have not room
Samuel Morrison, Recorder of the Muni on them by an Act entitled an “ Act providing
for the disposition and repayment of the Pub
tering prospects of future honor and useful Even on the supposition that the worst Vani to-day for a full diary oi the procedings of the cipal Court, Bangor.
ness—cut down in early manhood, in the Buren versions of the incidents attending the> Legislature. We give below a synopsis of
C. Fletcher of Skowhegan, Clerk of Courts lic Money apportioned to the State of Maine
on deposit, by the Government of the United
enjoyment of perfect health, and while occu catastrophe were correct,—could it justifyr the most important transactions in the two for Somerset County.
States,” passed March eighth, in the year of
pying a station which afforded uncommon them in attempting to employ such an event blouses, from the 3d to the 7th inst. inclusive,
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
H Y M E N E A E.
thirty-seven ; to refund or pay over to the
facilities for the employment of his talents as a political fever—would it not be revolting
Saturday, March 3—In Senate, Mr. Greene
advantageously to himself, his friends and his to the sensibilities and repulsive to the hon from the Committee of Conference on the ” MARRIED—la Cornish, 1st ult. Mr. Daniel State the sums of money respectively deposit
Boody, of Limington, to Miss Mary Ann Cole ed with them by virtue of said Act.
country ; or who would repress the expres orable feelings of every high-minded and Small Bill Law, recommended in behalf of the of the former place.
Section 2. Be it further enacted, That tbe
Conferees on the part of the Senate, that the
sion of the warmest sympathy for the amia patriotic individual ? The attempt, by news Senate strike offthe preamble to the amend
In Scarborough, Mr. William Ripley, aged 79. said Cities, Towns and Plantations are here
ble widow of the deceased, who has been paper declamation—public meetings, &c. ment adopted by that body. Agreed to 9 to to Miss Hannah Lovett, aged 18,— both of Bux by authorized and empowered at their annu
al meetings in the month of March or April,
thus suddenly and unexpectedly deprived of &c. to excite and inflame the public mind, 4. The preamble was then stricken off 17 to ton.
to distribute the same per capita, among the
one “ dear to her as life,” as well as for his and to throw all the odium of the transaction 4, and thus amended the bill passed to be en
OBITUARY
inhabitants thereof, according to the enume
grossed.—In the House, the Report on the
children, who are left fatherless at a period upon the whigs, as a party, will fail, and will petition ofWm. Vance was called up, debated
ration taken in the year of our Lord one
DIED—In Portland, 1st inst. Frederick, son thousand eight hundred and thirty seven, ot
when they “ most need a parent’s care.” recoil upon the heads of the projectors of the and indefinitelv postponed, 70 to 34.
ark Dresser of this town, aged ¿0 years.
otherwise dispose of the same as they may
Monday, March 5—In Senate, the bill es Mr.In M
The anguish of his widow, his mother, nefarious and disgraceful scheme.
Boston, J. S. Buckminster, son of Rev. S.
any money accruing in the Treasury from
tablishing
the
County
of
Franklin
came
back
“ bowed down with years,” and his near re
aged 3 years.
We do not wish to be considered as the from the House—that body non concur the K.InLothrop,
Boston, of consumption, contracted while a taxation ; and if distributed, that each person
latives, can only be imagined ; and that heart apologists for or defenders of Graves or Senate and recommit the bill. The Senate
novice in the Charlestown Nunnery, Miss Rebec shall receive his or her proportion in the city,
must be callous indeed to humanity which Wise or any other person concerned in the insisted on their vote passing the bill to be ca Theresa Reed? 26,
town or plantation where he or she was so
enumerated and no other.
did not sympathise with them most sincerely duel. We are not. We hold that every in engrossed.—In the House, resolutions res
Section 3. Be it further enacted, That th©
in their affliction. But while we respect the dividual who participated in the transaction pecting the late Hon. Jonathan Cilley were
SHIP
NEWS,
Treasurer of State is hereby authorized and
unanimously passed. Mr. Fox of Portland
many virtues of the dead and mourn his pre was guilty and that the survivors should be (appointed Clerk of the Courts for Cumber
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 10, 1838.
required to pay over to the County Commis
mature decease, while we sympathise with punished with the severest penally of the land) and Mr. Smith of Cumberland (appoint
sioners of the several counties in this Slate,
MEMORANDA.
the proportion of the surplus revenue money
the living, we cannot forget the true char law. Their conduct admits of no apology. ed Sheriff) resigned their seats in the House.
Bark Nimrod, Patterson, for Bordeaux, went belonging to persons resident in any part of
Orders
were
passed,
directing
the
Clerk
of
the
acter of the event which has caused so much They are criminals, and, in our estimation,
to sea from James River, previous to 20th ult.
the State, upon lands not included within the
sadness and sorrow, nor do we believe that should be treated as such. But let the guilty House to make the usual communications, in
Cid. at New York, 3d, sch. Norway, Emery, bounds of any city, town or organized planta
such cases, to the Mayor and Aidermen of Charleston.
duty or humanity demand that this should suffer for their crimes—let not party zeal or Portland and the Selectmen of Cumberland.
tion who are enumerated agreeably loan Acl
Ar. at New Orleans, 19th ult bark Shannon,
be lost sight of or that it should not be held party desperation be suffered to make a politi
Tuesday, March 6—In Senate, a large num Stone, Nantz. Cid. 20th, ship Riga, Smith, Liv to which this is additional, and before said
up for “ instruction, for warning and for re cal weapon of an act which deserves and re ber of bills passed stages. The bill establishing erpool. Inside S. W. Bar, 17th ult. bark Dian- County Commissioners shall receive said
money from the Treasurer as aforesaid, they
the County of Piscataquis Was taken up, deba tha.
proof.”
ceives the severest reprobation of all parlies. ted and referred to the next Legislature, 11 to
Ar. at New Orleans, 24th ult. ship York, Lar shall give bonds for the faithful discharge of
The attempts of the Van Buren papers to
5.-In the House, the vote indefinitely postpon rabee, Havana, 17th ; brig Lion, Gillpatrick, do. the duties imposed on them by this Act, to
The following article, from the Boston At ing the bill divorcing Win. Vance from Char IIth. Adv. brigs George, Wise, Havre, passage be approved by the Governor and Council^
turn this lamentable tragedy to political ac
only ; Horace, Nason, wanting 200 bales.
and as soon as may be, after they shall have
count—to convert it into an instrument for las, gives some particulars in relation to the ity Vance was reconsidered and the bill was
At Apalachicola, 15th ult sch. Eagle, Bragdon,1 received said money, they shall distribute the
read twice. A resolve was introduced au
the strengthening of their own party, at the Duel, not embraced in the documents copied thorizing the Governor to erect a Granite from this port.
same per capita, to such persons resident aSch. Angerona, Marshall, of and from Saco, foresaid within their respective Counties.
expense of their political opponents, cannot, from the Globe :—•
monument over the remains of the late Gov.
was
totally
lost
17th
ult.
7
miles
S
of
St.
Augus

Section 4. Be it further enacted, That a?l
Lincoln. The bill concerning Meeting Hous
THE PARTICULARS OF THE DUEL.
it would seem, be viewed by any intelligent
Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent with the
es came back from the Senate, that body hav tine : most of her cargo, lumber, saved.
Washington, Feb. 26, 1838.
or candid man with other than feelings of
provisions of this Act, be and hereby are re
The facts in relation to the duel between Mr. Graves ing receded from their former vote indefinite
contempt and disgust. They would have it of Kentucky, and Mr. Cilley of Maine, are beginning ly postponing the same and passed it to be
pealed. And this Act shall take effect and be
Kanaway,
believed that Cilley had been driven into the to become known, but, as might be expected, a great engrossed. The House receded and concur
ROM the Alms house, in Eliot, about the in force as soon as it shall be approved by the
many contradictory rumors are in circulation.
15th inst. Samuel Lewis and Charles Governor.
conflict,—that a conspiracy had been formed
I have authentic sources of information not generally red. Many bills passed stages.
In the House of Representatives, Peb. 24, 1838.Wednesday, March 7—In Senate,—the
Lewis, town paupers of said town. All per
for the purpose of taking his life, at all e- accessible ; and 1 will give you a brief history of the
This bill having had three several readings,
affair.
iI resolves in relation to the late Hon. Jona. sons are
________....
............ to harbour or trust
hereby forbidden
vents, by certain whigs, and that among them
When Mr. Graves took the challenge of Col. Webb j Cilley passed nem. con.
The bill giving a t|iein on account of said town, as the town passed to he enacted.
Mr. Cilley, they had a long conversation together in ,
ELISHA H. ALLEN, Speaker.
were some of the most distinguished leaders to
perfectly friendly terms. Mr. Cilley declined receiving bounty on wheat and corn was called up, de-; w¡|| pay Ho eXpense of their incurring, as amIn Senate? February 27, .1838.
of the party—that Cilley made every conces the note of Col. Webb, stating that he was not answer bated and laid on the table.—In the House,je pro’vision is made for their support at said
This bill having had two several rerdings,
lor words spoken in debate. Mr. Graves asked if the Bill suspending the Small Bill law came 1 ■house.
sion that could be required, and even refused able
passed to be enacted.
that was all, and whether he made any exception to from the Senate, with the Preamble strick
STEPHEN JENKINS,
the
character
and
standing
of
the
challenger
1
Mr.
to fire at his antagonist,—but all would not
N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.
en out and the bill passed to be engrossed.
DANIEL BARTLETT, Jr.
replied, that he made none: but relied on his
Feb. 28th, 1838. Approved.
answer—he “ was a doomed man.” Now Cilley
Overseers of the Poor of said Eliot.
privilege as a member of the House. Mr. Graves said The House receded and concurred !—We re
EDWARD KENT.
gret
this. _______
It seems to us, that the path of
________
there is no well authenticated information that was perfectly proper: and heJiad nothing to object c
Eliot, Feb. 23, 1838.
•I
* *
■ 1
-- 1J
to it ; and at the same time he reminded Mr. Cilley of. (juty was p]ajn before the
whigs
—the
people
whatever before the public, which justifies the the
STATE OF MAINE.
(ff“
a°nd it ’the
th©’Van
propriety of having this answer in writing. For | a^(j
or; aarepeaiof
repea/of the íaw,
law,‘ and
pnH he
hp. accordingly
accord in? 1 v wrote a note to Air,
Mr, Gi lley>
I lev. re- ■.
>•
i
this end
•
<•.
i■«
v
Secretary’s Office, Z
making of either of these declarations. The citing
Timber.
the conversation above stated, and requesting Mr.' Buren Senators were disposed to disregard
Augusta, Feb. 28, 1838. y
LL kinds of SHIP TIMBER & PLANK,
correspondence between the principals and Cilley to say, if those were not his reasons for declining and oppose the wishes of the people—let
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true1
as usual, wanted by
the seconds, and the statement signed by both to accept the challenge. Mr. Cilley replied, agreeing them do SO and bear the responsibility.—
copy of the original deposited in this office.
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
the correctness of the statement, as to his intention of rpj. Resolves relating to the Currency were
the seconds, must be relied on, and these to
relying upon his privilege ; but as to the statement res- j
, .
?
Attest-SAM’L P. BENSON, Sec. of States
Kennebunk,
March
2,1838.
certainly do not leatj. to such conclusions. pecting Col. Webb, declined either to admit or deny it. taken up and debated.
|
j
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!DR. S. O. RICHARDSONS’S BIT
TERS, OF SOUTH READING,
MASS.

CHARLES HOLMAN,

and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness, or
10, Penhallow-street,
HE most safe and effectual family medi
[From the London Despatch.]
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous erup_ ._
Portsmouth, (N. H.)
At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
cine for diseases which it proposes to
> THE STRENGTH OF TYRANNY.
AS prepared and constantly on hand t,ons‘. - Itjs also for sale™ by . most of the awithin and for the County of York, on the
cure, that has ever been discovered. The........
............
The tyrant’s chains are only strong
and
for sale, wholesale and retail, the 5e™s for Dr- Holman’s Medicines.
first Monday of February, in the year of our
1« •
’
F 1’1» £> frtllrktiMnn
w» •« mt. rl named
nniteAtoopersons are agents
While slaves submit to wear them ;
different roots and rare plants composing following Medicine*s
The following
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-eight,
by
And, who could bind them on the throng
for
the
above
named
medicines. In New
this
medicine
have
been
collected
and
prei
a
TiJR.E
GRAND
ntPQTnTt
A'T
’
ivi?
!?A
S
jrS
n
L
h
.
a
.
V
liLT
n°'TLLT
!
NATURE
’
S
RESTORATIVE,
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge pared with great care by Dr. S. O. Richard- i r”* - **
-S
A
»1
Determined not to bear them ?
of
said
Court
:
This
Vegetable
Methei^ndst^Ied
Then clank your chains, e’en though the links
son and successor of Dr. N. Richardson.'
__
i •------- •---------------NDREW AUSTIN, guardian of David son,
Were light as fashion's feather,
The distinguished character of these Bitters, f?' lhe f»bowl”8
yspeP ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James
H Buffum, Matilda Buffum and Mary is most striking, their operation being more
The heart which rightly feels and thinks
. ’ T-T**
J" B'"
. ,ous
.rwic i pOggt Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm.
Would cast them altogether.
Ann
minors and children of Timothy
or less powerful, according to the violence of wr™. ’ u r' ’’V/iASlc,,n"' b’°sllv®“ess> North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth;
Buffum, late of North Berwick, in said coun the disease. When used Appropriate tptan-!
„neeler, Asa
asa A. Tufts, Dover;
John H. Wheeler,
The lords of earth are only great
ty, deceased, having presented his second ac lily, in cases of slight derangements of the Lu? R:a
J
,>a . , , . ’ ell,es Palu#
Dr.
W. "
Norwood, "
Exeter;; John R. Red
While others clothe and feed them !
............
count of guardianship of his said wards for stomach and bowels, caused by costiveness ■
e) 8 omac 1 atJ.
toast, colds and ing, Haverhill
Haverhill ;t Elder
Ebler G,,v
But what were all their pride and state
Guy Beckly, Keene.
allowance :
or a slight fail,ous complaint, ¡nd the like,
.on8 8'a"d'»S. hoarseness, short- In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver
Should labbr cease to heed them ?
ORDI2RED—That the said guardian give where nature needs assistance to prevent more
The swain is higher than a king,
ot
nervous complamls, &c. wh.ch hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street,
notice to all persons interested, by causing a - •___
.
...r
. . t is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues i Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill,
Before the laws of nature ;
consequences, they will scarcely be
,ri . , r
i
•
!
» uiuvihhu
nuycis. x^u. io, v/uniiiin,
The monarch were a useless thing,
copy of this order to be published three serious
felt ;; on
on the
the contrary,
contrary, in
in obstinate
obstinate cases
cases 1they. “’'¡J?8’ a»y >hi»g berelofore known ¡«re-lWln. ¿rowJ, Washingl0ll’ sl.‘a„d Geo. AL
felt
The swain a useless creature.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga <operate more powerful, causing two or three : moving St.
Vitus’ “
Dance
bottles
Sl’ Vltus
i”“ ; two bo
,nles have , I................
- - —
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, evacutions dailv. until the cimnlatinr, fluid i been. k,,.own l0..cure th,s nfflioliug disease, at- tI Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.
evacutions
daily,
until
the
circulating
fluid
:
.
...
,
f
;¡Benjamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car
We toil, we spin, we delve the main,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to becomes purified. This accomplished? they j ^a^av,tng,baffled ever* exertion Jor four
Sustaining each his neighbor,
and
Runnells & Donham, Portland ;
T. I „
t '
C , • a
•
; ter “
I'U HUlineilS
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
Frogt
And who can hold a right divine
on the system in connection with our
• It has a most powerful influence in Elder H
Aicuiy
Cornville ; William
the first Monday of April next, at ten of the act
ing
nervous
complaints.
It
is
pleasant
'
. y ; iCapt.
_iuet, James
To rob us of our labor ?'
food, receiving mutual assistance until lbe
“«‘'uus uompuunis. it is peasant Spring, Calais
Albee, St. Sleclock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any constitution is restored to a state of health. °
We rush to battle—bear our lot
and m its operation so much so, that]j vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
they have, why the same should not be al This medicine is of such a nature that it may it may be administered to the infant wuh
In every ill and danger,
with jj Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
lowed.
And who shall make the peaceful cot
be taken any length of time, by invalids of ‘
1| Sawyer, Ogunquit; Capt. Wm. Gooch,
To homely joy a stranger ?
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen,Register.
Directions for receiving this or any other Wells ; D. REMICH, Kennebunk ; Oliver
any age, without injuring the system or ex
A true copy—Attest,
posing it to take cold. They preclude the of the following named medicines accom Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel GerPerish all tyrants, far and near,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Beneath the chains that bind us
necessity in most cases, of using pills, w hich pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
March 3.
And perish, too, that servile fear
the public are advised to take in large quan of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs,
Which makes the slaves they find us,
At a Court of Probate, held at South Berwick, tities by some practitioners, which serve on ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco;
One grand, one universal claim—
within and for the County of York, on the ly to debilitate the patient and doom him to talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
One peal of moral thunder—
first Monday of February, in the year of our be pill-swallower to the end of his days. In Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; JesseOne glorious hurst in freedom's name,
Ford eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by all those pre valent diseases called Dyspep also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of Taylor, Norridgewalk ; Hanscomb & Quim
And rend our bonds asunder !
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Jndge of said sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness or Headach, the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H. by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.
Court :
wandering or settled pains, sinking, faintness, —Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
(Ey^All directions signed in the hand writWM. CUTTER ALLEN,
ndrew Austin, guardian of Francis' Nervous debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth, ting of the proprietor.
Hasty, Julia Ann Hasty and Mary Abi general derangements of health causing an and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, AND LATE REGISTER
Sept. 19,1836.
tf
gail Hasty, minors and children of Amos
OF PROBATE,
unhealthy state of the stomach and bowels, place ; which gentlemen it is well known
aTpleasant remedy for
NFORMS his friends and the public gen Hasty, late of York, in said county, deceased, (“ which have been justly styled the store here are as credible, respectable and compe
erally, that he has taken an office over having presented his second account of guar house ofdiseases,”) these bitters have proved tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
Dea. Kendall’s store, in the village of Alfred,dianship of hissaid wards for allowance.
a certain and speedy remedy.
Dr. R. will nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
ORDERED—That the said guardian give be glad to refer any invalids who may call Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
and that he will attend to any Probate or
other business in his profession that may be notice to all persons interested, by causing a upon him (he having had permission to do Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East It has now been known for years, that the
ALBION CORN PLASTER,
intrusted to Ittm, with promptness and fideli copy of this order to be published three so,) to persons pronounced incurable by their Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
ty. He intends, if circumstances will war weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga physicians, who have visited him from vari spectable persons.
FFORDS immediate relief, and effects
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
rant it, to attend each term of the Probate zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, ous parts of the United States, among whom
a certain cure for Corns. By its ap
This Ointment stands at the head of all
Court.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to it may not be improper to state are many
plication
according to accompanying direc
Feb. 22, 1838.
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the distinguished persons from the British Prov remedies for the following diseases which tions, the Corn is softened, attenuated, and
first Monday of April next, at ten of the clock inces, who have been cured by using his cel human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism,
Notice
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they ebrated medicine. This medicine may be both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, drawn out by the roots, without the least
S hereby given that, by a Resolution pass have, why the same should not be allowed.
had in packages at 50 cents, or put up in a li bruises and contracted tendons of long stand pain, or any of the trouble and danger at
ed on the 7th day of December last, by
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
quid form at 75 cents. Be careful of whom ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff tending the hazardous and ineffectual prac
the Board of Directors of the United States A true copy—Attest,
you purchase, as a great number of base un joints limber by producing a healthy muscu tice of extracting the Corn by mere cutting.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Exchange Company, the subscriber was ap
principled pedlars are going about the coun lar action.
The following instances, from many oth
March 3.
pointed Agent of said Company for York
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. ers of a similar character, sufficiently attest
try deceiving persons by selling them rank
County, Maine, to receive subscription for
counterfeit Richardson’s Bitters, mostly put Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed to the superior efficacy of the Albion Corn
stock in that County and vicinity.
(xiiardian’s Sale.
up in phials. The genuine are sold whole Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
Y license from the Supreme Judicial sale and retail at my office, No. 15, Hanover prevents suppuration or matter forming, and Plaster :
JOHN TRAFTON.
Mr. Farrar, of Boston, was a number of
Emery’s Mills,
Court, the undersigned is authorized to Street, Boston.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
Also by
Shapleigh, Feb. 10, 1838.
sell and dispose of the following describedBryant & Warren, and Samuel Jordan, Certificates of this fact could be given if ne years distressed by a very painful Corn, had
3m.
real estate, at private or public sale, to wit :— Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. Spear, cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub applied every thing recommended without
four fifth parts of the lot of land and build and Barak .Maxwell, Wells ;Samuel A. Doug lic with the full assurance that it far excels effect, and was rendered a perfect cripple.
NOTICE.
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present On applying this Plaster he was perfectly
HE United States Exchange Company, ings thereon, in Kennebunk-port, formerly lass, York ; John A. Berry, Sacp.
day, for ihe above diseases.—A trial is only cured of his corn, and freed from his lame
of the City of New York, have ap the property ofCharles Pearson, late of said
Feb. 24, 1838.
ep6m.
Kennebunk-port, deceased, and now the es
wanted to give it the decided preference to
pointed George Willis, of Portland, their
PURGATION.
every thing else. Many physicians of em ness.
Agent to redeem all Bills of the Company tate of Robert H. Pearson, Nancy Pearson,
A Gentleman of Greenfield was years af
HE principle of Purifying the body by inence have used this ointment and extol its
Francis D. Pearson and Mary Ann Pearson,
that are payable at Portland, Me.
flicted with a very painful Corn, and was
Purgation, is beginning to be under merits.
minor children and heirs of said Charles
Feb. 10, 1838.
3m.
stood, as necessary for the acquisition ofA certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car cured by one box, after every other plaster
Pearson.—Said lot contains thirty-two square
Ship Timber.
rods, more or less, with a house and barn SOUND HEALTH ; and al) that will be of riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his had been tried to no purpose.
thereon, pleasantly situated in the village of importance, when this doctrine is universally daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
ARGE White Oak ¿gL
Mr. Cutler, of Boston, was cured of a
Kennebunk-port, and is the same real estate received, will be, whose Purgative medicine and envelopes each vial.
A Timber, Floors, Natroublesome Corn by one box.
accomplishes this object in the easiest, and at
conveyed
to
said
Charles
Pearson
by
Jona

Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
vai Timbers, Futtocks, &c. &c. wanted by
Certificate. — To those afflicted with
than Downing, by deed dated March 24, the same time in the most effectual manner. preparation accompany each box. This oint
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
Corns on their feet, I do certify, that 1 have
1823,
and
recorded
in
the
Registry
of
Deeds
ment
is
safe
and
speedy
in
its
operation.
It
Kennebunk Landing, Feb. 10,1838.
BRANDRETH’S PILLS.
for York County, Book 113, pages 106 and
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in used the Albion Corn Plaster with com
These Pills are an Assistant of Nature, and gredients, so common in many of the popular plete success.
107.
—
The
said
estate
is
to
be
sold
and
the
Before I had used one box,
Vendue.
afford perfect relief whenever any organs of
it cured a Corn which had troubled me for
ILL be sold by Public Auction, near the proceeds put out and secured, on interest, for the body are unhealthy, restoring strength ointments in use.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in many years. I make this public for the
store of Bryant & Warren, in Ken the benefit of said heirs, and, if not disposed and health by removing accumulative impu
of at private sale previously, it will be sold at
all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied benefit of those afflicted with that painful
nebunk, on Saturday the 24th day of March
rities—otherwise, in simple language, vitiated
next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, the farm Public Auction on the third day of April humors. This is following nature—this is externally. Directions accompany and envel complaint.
(Signed,)
ope each vial.
of the subscriber, situated in that part of the next, at ten o’clock, A.M. on the premises.
taking disease out of the body—and no other
WM. SHAW.
NANCY
PEARSON,
Guardian.
Fine
Slippery
Elm,for
Poultices.
—
There
town of Kennebunk called Alewife. Said
can cure disease but taking it out. It never was an article introduced into the
Flushing, Long Island, Fdb. 28.
N. B. The remaining one fifth part of. way
farm contains about one hundred and twenty
must be carried away from the body, not
(Price 50 cents a box, with directions.)
acres of excellent soil, well proportioned as to said premises, and my right to dower there merely changed, as is the case when Calomel “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
wood, grazing, tillage and mowing lands. in, will be disposed of at the same time on is given, or any of the numerous mineral med cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE
NANCY PEARSON.
It has two good orchards. On the premises liberal terms.
icines. It is in consequence of the perspira tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
February 24, 1838.
dZ-PILES I
are a convenient dwelling house, barn and
tion that arises from the Thompsonian prac ordinary way as you would any other poul
ft/^NEW CASE OF A CURE.
other out buildings,—has a never failing well
tice that has brought it into notice—but sweat tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
of good water, and the farm is one of the best
N. II. DOWN’S
Boston, November 24th.
ing is nothing compared to purging with
in the county of York. Persons who have Vegetable Balsamic Elixir, Brandreth’s Pills, in the good effects on the case may require. There is another kind
IR—The Pile Ointment and Electuary
money to invest will find it for their interest FOR Coughs, Colds, Consumptions, Ca body. One dose of 10 Pills will remove more which is called superfine for internal use. All
I lately had of you, has had an excel
to attend.
tarrh, Whooping-cough, Croup, Asth bad humors by the stomach and bowels, than may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol lent effect. I have been troubled for years
Conditions liberal, which will be made ma, and other diseases of the head, chest or a dozen vapor baths on Thompsonian or oth man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti with the Piles, and have never found any
known at the time and place of sale.
lungs.
er principles, could remove. Purging and cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar remedy that would compare with yours.
JOHN BURNHAM.
—also—
sweating is all that is required to cure disease, rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
The late attack was a severe one, but the
N. H. Downs’ Rheumatic Liniment, which no matter what kind. It can be curedin no
tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, relief was almost immediate.
I take great
is one of the most important articles of mod other way.
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external pleasure in communicating this to you, for
Cap Paper.
ern date. The beneficial effects resulting
’S PILLS.
application
as
a
poultice,
for
inflamed
eyes,
LOT of Cap Writing Paper, cut and un from the applications of the above articles are Are both BRANDRETH
the benefit of any who may be suffering un
sudorific and cathartic—that is, pro
cut, of an excellent quality, this day substantiated by a variety of witnesses, duce both sweating and purging. In some biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This
der so painful a disease.
T. H.,
received and for sale by the ream very low. among which are the following, viz :
cases, they produce vomiting ; this is only medicine is recommended by the first medi
Mr. Kidder.
D. REMICH.
B. S. Minor, M. D. ; Henry Cory, M. D. ; when the stomach is in such a state of foul cal gentlemen in our country for the above
The original letter may be seen at theKennebunk, Feb. 15, 1838.
Chester Colburn ; John W. Currier ; Nathan ness that it cannot cleanse itself by any other complaints. Directions to each package.
H. Hale.
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough Counting Room of the Proprietor.
means.
They
always
produce
health,
because
Razor Straps.
{t^The Proprietor of this Medicine rec
These, with a great many others, certify they invariably excite every organ to healthy Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
NEW ARTICLE of very superior to the good effects of the above articles.
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who ommends it with the fullest confidence at
action
—
in
other
words,
THEY
ASSIST
na

quality, just received and for sale low
For sale by
ture to bring about such a state of things as are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val one of the most valuable remedies yet dis
by
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
uable for children, in cases of whooping covered, for the cure of the painful and de
BRYANT & WARREN.
necessarily causes this desirable result.
Kennebunk, Feb. 17, 1838.
Kennebunk, Feb. 24, 1838.
No method is so sensible as the following cough, chin cough, &c.
bilitating complaint of the Piles. He deems,
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
of Nature. Mankind have been long strayed
IVotice.—(Wood.)
Boards.
two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re it unnecessary to publish any other than
from
the
paths
of
Wisdom,
and
unfortunately
HE subscriber will take some 50 or 60
ANTED to purchase by the subscri been seeking after any thing but common quire. Children from one to two teaspoons- the foregoing testimonial in its favour. Thecords of wood in payment of old debts.
remedy has more perfectly answered the
ber, one hundred thousand good mer sense, and guided by any whim but reason. full.
WM. LORD.
chantable Boards.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal purpose for which it is intended, than any
Let us abandon, then, false notions and false
Kennebunk, Feb. 5, 1838.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
practices—let us endeavor to resume the path culated to correct the bile and create an ap other now in common use, and affords imme
Kennebunk, Feb. 23, 1838.
of
nature, and be guided by the light of reas petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and diate and permanent relief, both from the
DR. A. G. FENNER,
on ; let us cease to ruin our eyes by gas or may be freely used both as a restorative and
ESPECTFULLY tenders his services as Dissolution oTUopartnersliip. candle light, and we shall need no opticians— to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. disorder itself, and its accompanying symp
toms of pain in the loins, vertigo, headache,
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON, to the fEHE Copartnership heretofore existing be- let us cease doing those things which are con
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number
inhabitants of Alfred and vicinity.
tween John Webber & Johnson Web trary to the nature of our bodies, and we of children afflicted with fits, arising from va loss of appetite, indigestion, and other marks
Office over Silas Derby’s Store.
ber, at Conant’s Mills, Alfred, is dissolved, by shall need no physicians—Jet us endeavor to rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases of debility.
Lodging at Joseph Sayward’s,Esq.
The remedy is quite innocent, and may
mutual consent. The business will be con find out what is nature, what are the laws of Palling sickness, have been radically cured
Dec. 30, 1837.
3m.
tinued by John Webber at the old stand, that govern her. In this work experience by a proper use of this medicine. Directions be administered to all ages and both sexes..
where he would be happy to receive a con must be our teacher, and prejudice must be accompany each vial.
Plain and ample Directions, with a descrip
PURE, SB ERM OIL tinuance of public favor.
forever discarded as our companion.
tion of the complaint, accompany eack
Holman's
Essence
of
Cayenne.
—
Th
is
truly
All persons indebted to the late firm must
Every authorised Agent has a certificate of valuable and pleasant preparation possesses package, which consists of two boxes, one1
GALLONS Pure Win- make payment on or before the first day of agency in his store, signed by Doct. Bran every possible advantage over that in its containing an Ointment, and the other an»
ter Strained Sperm Oil. April next, or their accounts will be left with dreth’s own hand writing. Purchaser ask crude state.
Electuary. Price $1 for both articles, or
an Attorney for collection.
2000 gallons Bleached do.
to see the certificate of Agency. All who
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough 50 cents where but one only is wanted.
February 17, 1838.
500 “ Pure Fall do.
sell the genuine Brandreth’s Pill, have one—
powder is a most valuable remedy for com
500 “ Pure Summer do.
with full directions.
*#*Prepared from the Original Recipe in.<
To the Public.
The subscriber having established a Facto
Agents now made in York County are— mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his.
long
standing.
It
has
been
long
tested
and
is
HEREAS false and malicious reports
ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
Kennebunk, JOHN OSBORN & Co. ; Sa
have been industriously circulated co and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,—Sub recommended to the public as one of the Immediate Successor, and the Sole Propri
article constantly for sale at the Factory in
by
certain
individuals,
that
the
subscribers,
etor, T. KIDDER, and for sale at hi&
Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
Agent, Selucus Adams; Lyman, William most valuable medicines now in use.
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal recently owners of Great Hill Farm, so call Huntress; Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ; Sanford,
ed, had in contemplation to deprive the pub Eliot Tibbets; Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber; lasses on going to bed.
Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court and
to any manufactured in the United States.
lic of taking sea weed from the Beach bor Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ; Lebanon,
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,,
ALEX. H. LADD.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf. dering said farm, we deem it a duty we owe Libbey & Wood ; South Berwick, Parks & powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara and also for sale by his special appointment,,
to ourselves and the public to state facts rel Wilson ; North Berwick, Theodore Hobbs ; tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
(together with all the valuable Medicines,
ative thereto—
Wells, Joseph Wilson ; York—Ogunquit, Ba It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) by
NOTICE.
Now be it known that the farm has recent rak Maxwell ; York—CapeNeddick, George produces a healthy state of the bile.
HE subscriber having contracted with ly been sold and deeded to Benj. Went
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
the town of Kennebunk, to support worth, Joseph Gooch, Nathan Wells and Jo M. Freeman; York, Alexander Dennett;
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
panied
with
great
debility,
was
recently
cured
York
Corner,
Samuel
Douglass
;
Buxton,
C.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
seph Wei Is, Esq. with the following reserva
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro tion in the deed—“ reserving to the in M. Merrill, P. M.; Buxton Corner, Nathan El- in this place, in the course of three days, by
powder. Directions with the dox.
A large discount made to those who buy
1
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per habitants OF KENNEBUNK THE RIGHT OF TA den ; Limerick, Sanborn ; Newfield—Dam’s the
Also a very general assortment of medicin to sell again.
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers KING SEA WEED AS THEY HAVE HERETOFORE Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, P. M.; West do. T. &
of said town on his account or on account of enjoyed”—lest at some future day it might S. C. Adams; Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North ial herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
Goshen Cheese.
the town, as he will pay no bill fortheir fall into hands that might take advantage of do., S. B. Bean ; Cornish, John McLellan ;! jhand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
of a superior quality
Limington, James McArthur; Waterbarough, dating
(
prices on commission or other ar J -1 !
support.
ABEL M. BRYANT.
the right to hold it exclusively to their own James Leavett.
just received from New
jrangement, as ai any other large establish
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
use.
WILLIAM LORD,
York and for sale by
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln ment
j
in the Union.
THOMAS LORD.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Counties
will
be
supplied
hereafter
from
Mr.
Inkpowder.
Kennebunk, Feb. 1,1838.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
Dec. 16, 1837.,
S.
H.
C
oleswqrthy, Portland.
ALKDEN’S English Inkpowder ;—Auable medicine,
.
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
merican do. from the best Manufac
ASTE BLACKING—a first rate article j«
Leather Preservative,
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,
Only
authorized
travelling
Agent
for
the
turers. For sale by
D. REMICH.
Liquid Blacking ; Black Sand.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
State
of
Maine.
<
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary, a specif
March 10, 1838.
For sale by
D. REMICLL
Dec. 2.
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf. i ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
March 10%
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Season when the.youtbW
young, Md the ^auufol.

|s perhaps one of the rar
Uable arts that can be ti
And, it must be confess*
trial for those wo
beaotv, who have nothing
[t is’for this sober seasoi
Nation should lay up its
However disregarded thej
they will be wanted now.
When admirers fall av
become mute, the mind
retire into itself, and if it
mental home, will be drive
on the world with increased
gelling this, do we not sei
daughters exclusively for t
od of youth ? Do we not
a crowd and not for themse
and not for use ?—for t:
eternity ?

Character.—Amongst I
proudest possessions of a ni
ter—it is a wealth—it is
It usually procures him
rarely the jealousies of fi
treasures that are attainei
stances than ourselves, cht
felicitous reputation than g
man, therefore, despises
of the world—he estiroa
value—he does not war
his treasure of a good na
rush from vanity alone, a
ed sentiments of others—
ard his cosily jewel wit!
batants and for a petty stt
the legislation of decorum,
olent, as well as wise,
that character affords hiu
ilies, that it enables him
give the erring, and shel
But that character is bull
hollow basis, which is fi
the dictates of our own
from the fear of censure,
sence.and the life of charac
integrity, independence
great old writers hath it, ‘ tl
unto virtue which can se
livery.’ These are qualil
upon any man’s breath,
formed within ourselves ; t
ourselves—indissoluble ar
as the soul I If, consciou
sions, we trust tranquilly
sion to make them kno
assured that our charade
will establish itself. We
feat our own object than b
vered anxiety as to what t
of us. Except, indeed,
to unworthy compliance
conscience disapproves, i
the fleeting capricious c
time.—Bulwer’s Studen

A Valuable Sentime
is any sentiment of most
comfort, the character, th
hility of the young—on
’he greatest charm over s
it the most pure—it is t
cates perfect delicacy a
intercourse of the sexes
find never blooms when
1shed. Modesty and p
every flower that would
iance over life, withers ai
v>rtue—none that so enl
’rates every ennobling fi
*S ^jndulge in a life of
should purity dwell in the
irom the lips ; kindle ¡n
‘he ,niagmation ; and di
Course of all the youna- 7”hldleclual Culture-A
J be w,! l0"b“".eA
i«nocellt gratification. E
« m«de interesting t0

than all ¿luxX .
or literature secures cheerf
^ unemployed and |ani
wam?f-’nany Pers°ns, ?
to i finnocent resources
von °aiSe and brutal plea

°f our nr,« fuis IS on
J.arvestPmavntwntei!lectual
diffusion l-Dr A?ope fo
Channing.

